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ABSTRACT

A physical explanation is given of the two types of flow separation classified herein as boundary layer separation and breakaway separation. A short discussion of the fluid dynamic complexity of the problem is presented. Such characteristics of separated flows as the pertinent descriptive parameters, state of flow, length of separated region, compression process, flow steadiness, and three-dimensional effects are discussed. The effects of flow separation on the pressure, skin friction and heat transfer distribution are described, and a review of semi-empirical methods for calculating the critical overall pressure rise, the geometry of the separated region, and the heat transfer at reattachment is presented.
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**NOMENCLATURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
<th>UNITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_f )</td>
<td>Skin friction coefficient</td>
<td>N.D. (^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_p )</td>
<td>Pressure coefficient</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h )</td>
<td>Heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>BTU/ft(^2)sec(^\circ)R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H )</td>
<td>Step height or cavity depth</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K, Q, N )</td>
<td>Constants</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>Cavity length</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>Mach number</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Lb/in(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta p )</td>
<td>Pressure difference</td>
<td>Lb/in(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u )</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Ft/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u_e )</td>
<td>Velocity ratio ( \frac{u}{u_e} ) along the dividing streamline</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>Reattachment point</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_D )</td>
<td>Reynolds number based on diameter</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R/ )</td>
<td>Unit Reynolds number</td>
<td>Ft(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_x )</td>
<td>Reynolds number based on running length ( x )</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_y )</td>
<td>Reynolds number based on coordinate ( y )</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S )</td>
<td>Separation Point</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( St )</td>
<td>Stanton number</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>(^\circ)R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( TR )</td>
<td>Onset of transition</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>Coordinate parallel to surface and flow direction</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y )</td>
<td>Coordinate perpendicular to surface ( y )</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z )</td>
<td>Coordinate parallel to surface and perpendicular to flow direction</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>Flow deflection angle</td>
<td>Degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>Ratio of specific heats</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta )</td>
<td>Boundary layer thickness</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta_c )</td>
<td>Boundary layer displacement thickness</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta_s )</td>
<td>Mixing or free shear layer thickness</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta_e )</td>
<td>Wall deflection angle</td>
<td>Degrees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) Non-dimensional
### NOMENCLATURE (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>DEFINITIONS</th>
<th>UNITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Lb/ft(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau )</td>
<td>Shear stress</td>
<td>Lb/in(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>Absolute viscosity</td>
<td>Lb-sec/ft(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SUBSCRIPTS

- \( f \): Final
- \( o \): Just prior to pressure rise
- \( v \): Wall conditions
- \( e \): Conditions at edge of boundary layer
- \( p \) or \( \text{plat} \): Plateau value
- \( \text{crit} \): Critical value
- \( \text{sep} \): Value at separation or throughout separated region
  (for heat transfer)
- \( \text{pk} \): Peak value
- \( \text{max} \): Maximum value
- \( \infty \): Free stream conditions
- \( 1 \): Conditions after incident shock
- \( 2 \): Conditions after reflected shock
- \( \text{ref} \): Reference conditions
- \( \text{lam} \): Laminar
- \( \text{turb} \): Turbulent
- \( t \): Total conditions
- \( r \): Recovery conditions
- \( b \): Base conditions
- \( f.p. \): Flat plate value
- \( D \): Diameter
- \( \text{exp} \): Experimental value

#### SUPERSCRIPITS

- \( ' \): Values downstream of recompression
- \( - \): Mean value
1. INTRODUCTION

Flow separation is a phenomenon which has hindered or limited the development of many devices which depend upon the dynamics of fluids for successful operation. This problem has been particularly significant to the aircraft and aerospace industries. In low speed flight, the principal effect of flow separation is to cause drastic changes in vehicle flight characteristics, due to the sudden modification of the pressure distribution. High speed supersonic flight has posed certain new problems associated with separation. Not only does the possibility of undesirable shifts in aerodynamic loading exist, but large local increases in aerodynamic heating have been noted in regions of flow reattachment. In addition, self induced fluctuations in pressure due to unstable flow may occur.

This report is the result of an effort to review the present state of the art concerning the effects of flow separation on both the general flow field structure and on aerodynamic heating. However, before considering these specific areas, it is helpful, if not necessary, to understand certain basic characteristics of separated flows. First, a qualitative description of the flow in separated regions is given and the influences of certain parameters are discussed. Secondly, those aspects of the flow thought to be critical specifically to the problem of aerodynamic heating are defined. The present discussion is appropriately limited to the case of high speed (supersonic and hypersonic) flow, since most critical problems are limited to this regime.

The plan of this report is as follows. First, in section 2, the conditions under which a flow may separate and the sequence of events leading to separation are defined in terms of fundamental flow properties, such as the distribution of momentum in the boundary layer, pressure gradients, and wall shear. The discussion is extended to briefly cover pertinent analytical ideas. Next, the general physical characteristics of separated flows are outlined in section 3. These introductory
concepts lay the groundwork for the major discussion which is divided into three parts, namely: (1) pressure distribution, which is interrelated with the overall geometry of the separated flow region, in section 4; (2) skin friction, in section 5; and (3) heat transfer distribution, in section 6. A summary of the important features of separated flows and conclusive remarks are made in section 7.
2. FLOW SEPARATION PHENOMENON

We may define two broad classes of conditions under which flow separation may be initiated. The first class is associated with the separation of a boundary layer flowing against an adverse pressure gradient. This case has been studied in some detail and the conditions necessary for its occurrence are fairly well understood, at least for two-dimensional and axisymmetric configurations. This case shall be termed, for the purposes of the present discussion, "boundary layer separation". The second class of separation is associated with flows past bluff bodies and sharp convex corners. Here, the flow may separate even though the streamwise pressure gradient is favorable. This flow shall be called "breakaway separation". Less is understood about the mechanism underlying this latter type of flow; however, it is an important problem since it may occur with conventional aerodynamic shapes. Because of the somewhat different conditions giving rise to these two classes of flows they will be discussed independently.

2.1 Boundary Layer Separation

Separation of a two-dimensional boundary layer has been studied ever since it was first explained by Prandtl in 1904. At present, the underlying principles of the phenomena may be supposed known. On the other hand, it is only quite recently that general three-dimensional separation has been seriously investigated. Much less is known about the criterion necessary for its occurrence.

2.1.1 Two-Dimensional Separation

2.1.1.1 Two-Dimensional Separation - Physical Phenomena

If we consider the two-dimensional flow of a viscous fluid over a body, the fluid near the surface (the boundary layer) is retarded owing to skin friction effects. The velocity of the fluid in the boundary layer varies from zero at the wall to approximately the inviscid value at the outer edge. If no other forces are acting to further retard this flow,

* Superscripts denote references listed in Section 8.
the slope of the velocity profile $\frac{\partial u}{\partial y}$ is positive at the wall and gradually approaches zero at the edge of the boundary layer, as illustrated in figure 1-a. However, if in addition to wall shear, the flow encounters an upstream directed force, the flow is further impeded. If the kinetic energy of the fluid is continuously depleted doing work against this force, the flux of oncoming fluid momentum will eventually be balanced by the force and the flow will be brought to rest. This balancing condition will be experienced first by the very low momentum fluid within the boundary layer and nearest the wall. Downstream of this region the acting force will cause the fluid near the wall to flow in the upstream direction, creating a backflow. The original oncoming boundary layer will then separate where the forward and backward moving flows meet.

The normal velocity gradient at the wall, $\frac{\partial u}{\partial y}$, must be positive when the fluid next to the wall moves with the stream and negative when the fluid in this region flows against the stream. It follows that where the two flows meet $\frac{\partial u}{\partial y} = 0$; consequently, the wall shear stress, $r_w = \mu \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}$, also vanishes. This point on the wall which divides these two regions of flow, point S in figure 1-b, is defined as the separation point.

In most fluid dynamic situations, the force giving rise to separation is an adverse pressure gradient, i.e., the pressure is increasing in the downstream direction. The remainder of this report shall deal specifically with this most common case. However, it should be kept in mind that any force field, for example that created by the interaction of a moving, conducting fluid in an electromagnetic field\(^2\), could give rise to the phenomenon of separation.

In a supersonic flow, an adverse pressure gradient may be generated by the aerodynamic shape of the body, for example a compression corner, or by an external source such as an impinging shock wave. In
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FIGURE 1
each case, the supersonic flow experiences a pressure rise across a shock wave. Since in a supersonic flow the body moves faster than the pressure disturbance it creates, the disturbance cannot propagate upstream of the body. The shock wave, which is the front of the pressure rise, is the forward boundary of that region of fluid influenced by the body. Ideally, then, the shock wave represents a discontinuous rise in pressure. However, in any real process a true discontinuity cannot be sustained, and experience shows that in the region of a shock wave, very steep pressure gradients exist, i.e. the rise in pressure takes place over a very short distance. If the shock wave extended throughout the entire flow field, separation would be very localized since the adverse pressure gradient would exist only over a very narrow region (the thickness of the shock wave front). Unfortunately, this is not the case. There is always a region in that part of the boundary layer nearest the wall where the flow is subsonic. In this region, pressure waves will propagate upstream of the disturbance (thus eliminating the formation of a shock wave) because these disturbances are moving faster than the fluid. This allows the pressure gradient to spread over a much longer distance in the low momentum portion of the boundary layer. Experiments have shown that such disturbances may be propagated sizable distances upstream, of the order of 10 to 100 boundary layer thicknesses. In addition to this streamwise pressure gradient, a normal pressure gradient will also exist since the supersonic flow field outside of the boundary layer and ahead of the shock wave persists at a lower pressure. The process by which this pressure field is established through the subsonic portion of the boundary layer is called "pressure diffusion".

If separation occurs, the streamlines in the external flow will be deflected. For the case of a compression corner, illustrated in figure 2, the effect of separation is to alter the flow geometry such that the supersonic flow will be compressed in two stages through
two weaker shock waves instead of one stronger shock wave.* The pressure rise in the inviscid flow field is identical to that experienced by the boundary layer. Since separation reduces the initial pressure rise because the initial deflection of the inviscid flow becomes smaller, and since the mechanism of separation (a boundary layer phenomenon) is dependent upon the magnitude of this pressure rise, it can be seen that the external inviscid flow and the viscous separated flow are interdependent through a pressure interaction. An equilibrium between the two flow fields determines the final nature of the flow.

Separated flows frequently reattach on the body, Figure 2. At reattachment, the supersonic flow is compressed to its final value, i.e., that value corresponding to the local slope of the body at that point. That fluid with sufficient momentum to proceed again after reattachment pressure rise continues downstream after reattachment, while that having insufficient momentum is reversed back into the separated region. The nature of the pressure rise and local flow at both separation and reattachment are shown in figure 3.

In a steady flow, the dividing streamline at separation must also be the dividing streamline at reattachment. If this were not so, continuity conditions could not be satisfied, i.e., fluid would either be continuously injected into or continuously removed from the cavity region. Thus, ideally the fluid in the separation cavity is a constant mass merely being circulated. The viscous fluid layer outside the dividing streamline behaves much the same as a continuance of the original boundary layer. At the dividing streamline, however, the velocity does not go to zero as it would at a solid wall, since momentum is transferred (by the mechanism of viscous shear) from the external stream through the outer viscous layer into the inner viscous region (separated region). It is this continuous transfer of momentum which sustains the motion of the entrained fluid.

* The terminology of "weaker" and "stronger" used here refers to the strength of the pressure rise across the wave. It is not to be confused with the terminology used to differentiate between the two solutions of the inviscid flow expression relating freestream Mach number, flow deflection angle, and shock wave angle.
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The foregoing arguments apply, at least in principle, whether the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent. The major difference is that turbulent flows are not truly steady. Therefore, as is customary, time average quantities may be applied to describe the flow. For example, in turbulent flow, considerable mass exchange may take place between the separation region and the external viscous flow. This theoretically invalidates the existence of a physical dividing streamline. However, the net time average mass exchange must still be zero for equilibrium conditions.

In summary, if a flow encounters a sufficient adverse pressure rise to bring the low momentum fluid in the boundary layer to rest and establish a region of back flow downstream of this point, the oncoming boundary layer will separate. The onset of separation will deflect the external stream, changing the flow geometry and, hence, the pressure distribution. Since the pressure distribution in the external stream, in turn, affects the location of separation, the two flows (external inviscid stream and viscous flow region) interact until an equilibrium state is reached. The dividing streamline separating the external stream from the separated region may be thought of as the new effective body shape sensed by the supersonic flow. The outer edge of the viscous flow region displays velocity profiles very similar to those for an attached boundary layer. However, profile characteristics change markedly in the innermost portion of the viscous flow region (the separation region) where velocities are further reduced, velocity gradients are small, and a region of reverse flow exists. Separated flows may reattach. At reattachment some boundary layer of finite thickness exists and tends to develop in a normal manner downstream.

2.1.1.2 Two-Dimensional Separation - Analytical Approaches
Serious analytical difficulties are encountered in treating the problem of separated boundary layers. Generally speaking, the boundary layer equations are valid only for attached flows. In the vicinity of separation, two of the assumptions critical to their development are no longer valid:
a. Near separation, significant pressure gradients exist in the direction normal to the local surface.

b. Downstream of separation, the thickness of the viscous flow region increases significantly, hence, the boundary layer thickness (including the separated region) may no longer be negligible compared to a representative body dimension.

In principle, then, separated flow requires the re-examination of the complete and very complex equations of viscous fluid motion (the Navier-Stokes equations) to determine if any simplifying assumptions can be made. Unfortunately, the flow geometries and boundary conditions of separated and reattaching flows are so complicated that no generalized simplifications have been found. Hence, at least for the present, an exact solution of the problem does not seem feasible.

Several attempts have been made to develop approximate analytical solutions to the problem of separation; (references 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) however, progress has been slow and limited primarily to laminar flows. Of these attempts, the more elaborate method of Lees and Reeves9 appears to be the most general and promising. This method consists of an approximate solution to the momentum boundary layer equation, and in many respects is similar to methods developed for attached flows.10,11 Separated flows, however, differ basically from attached flows in that they have a strong pressure interaction with the external flow and that the velocity profiles display a region of reversed flow. Therefore, specific correlation parameters which have been used for attached flow solutions which assume that the velocity profile is a function only of the streamwise pressure gradient outside of the boundary layer are not directly applicable to the present case. The approach taken is to seek a simultaneous solution to the zeroth and first moments of the boundary layer momentum equation, i.e., the momentum integral and energy integral boundary layer equation. Using this technique, the
momentum equation itself need not be satisfied at the surface. Thus, more restrictive parameters used in the attached flow solutions may be replaced by a velocity profile parameter which is related to the shear stress at the wall. This latter dependency possesses a significant physical meaning for the problem of separated flows. The method is capable of producing velocity profiles with reversed flow even for the limiting case of zero free stream velocity gradient. The effects of heat transfer are included in the analysis.

2.1.2 Three-Dimensional Separation

Thus far, the concepts discussed have applied primarily to two-dimensional flows. No serious qualitative complication is introduced in the consideration of boundary layer separation in axially symmetric flows. Instead of the locus of points describing separation from the surface being a line, it is now a circle around the body perpendicular to its axis of symmetry.

For general three-dimensional flows, the problem of boundary layer separation is much more complex and remains relatively unanalyzed. Much of the significant work to date is reported in references 12 through 18. The principal difference between two-dimensional and general three-dimensional flows may be described as follows. In a two-dimensional flow, the fluid in the boundary layer is generally forced into the external flow if the pressure gradient is sufficiently strong, thus causing separation from the wall; however, in three-dimensional cases, the fluid particles can escape sideways along the wall. Hence, the definition of separation is beset with considerable complexity. Maskell\textsuperscript{13} suggests that the problem be viewed from the standpoint of limiting streamlines, i.e., the streamlines of fluid particles that pass infinitely close to the surface. If separation exists, two distinct sets of limiting streamlines lie on the surface, one representing forward flow and the other, reversed flow. The locus of separation points is then the boundary between these two sets of limiting streamlines and the flow field is divided into two regions by a stream surface starting at the body, as illustrated in figure 4.
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2.2 **Breakaway Separation**

In certain instances, the flow may separate even though the inviscid streamwise pressure gradient is favorable. This type of flow we have already defined as breakaway separation. Some examples are illustrated in figure 5.

In the inviscid sense, breakaway separation in a supersonic flow may be related to the maximum turning angle for the flow, i.e., the angle through which the flow becomes completely expanded. Ideally, an evacuated region results when the geometric angle exceeds this value. At low supersonic Mach numbers the maximum turning angle is quite large, e.g., for a two-dimensional flow using the Prandtl-Meyer (isentropic expansion) criteria, \( \theta_{\text{max}} = 130.6^0 \) for \( M = 1 \). However, as Mach number increases, this maximum angle decreases quite rapidly; at \( M = 10 \), \( \theta_{\text{max}} = 28.2^0 \) and at \( M = 20 \), \( \theta_{\text{max}} = 14.3^0 \). This simple model becomes much more complicated when entropy layers from upstream shock detachment and thick boundary layers create a region of low Mach number flow near the corner. The inviscid evacuated cavity now becomes a viscous separated region, fed by the low energy fluid from the boundary layer. Of equal importance is the pressure rise due to downstream recompression. This pressure rise will contribute to the reversal of flow back into the separated region which, in turn, influences the size of the entrained fluid region. The characteristics of the flow within the entrained fluid region are identical to those described for boundary layer separation. Analytical models describing the fluid mechanical phenomena of breakaway separation are available in references 20 through 37. Intuitively, the phenomenon may be thought to occur when the centrifugal force past the curvature (corner) cannot be supported by the radial pressure gradient. For this case, the boundary layer equations break down since one of the basic assumptions for their formulation was that the surface curvature was small, i.e., of the same order of magnitude as the boundary layer thickness. Again, the complete Navier-Stokes equations must be re-examined before any simplifying assumptions may be made for this problem.
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2.3 Remarks
An exact solution to the overall problem of viscous flow separation does not, at least at present, seem feasible. Because of our limited knowledge of flow in separated regions and its interrelation to the entire flow field, no simplifications of the very complex complete equations of fluid motion seem to be justified. At present, approximate analytical solutions relying partially on empirical correlations seem most promising; however, results have not been generally applicable to practical situations. Therefore, the engineer has had to resort mainly to experimental investigation to study his particular problems. To date, a substantial amount of such work has been completed. The remainder of this report deals primarily with the coverage of the highlights of these investigations and the useful, but limited, engineering tools derived from them.
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF SEPARATED FLOWS

The engineer is concerned primarily with determining the pressure, skin friction, and heat transfer distributions for the fluid motion over a specified configuration. However, before these topics are considered, much insight into the interpretation of available experimental and analytical results pertinent to separated flows may be gained by considering certain properties peculiar to these flows. Though the characteristics to be discussed are closely interdependent, they will be dealt with as discrete entities in order to isolate their significance. Some of these more prominent aspects follow.

3.1 Significant Flow Parameters

For attached flows, neglecting displacement effects of the boundary layer on the external supersonic flow, the behavior of the boundary layer depends mainly on Reynolds number, whereas conditions in the external inviscid flow are dependent primarily on Mach number. The physical significance of these two flow parameters may be explained as follows:

a. Mach Number

Mach number may be regarded as a measure of the compressibility of the fluid. In the important case of the adiabatic inviscid flow of an ideal gas, changes in pressure, temperature, and density of the flow along the body may be shown to be a function only of body shape and Mach number.

In general, as Mach number increases, the flow in the vicinity of the body becomes more complex. For example, separation normally results in multi-shock (figure 2) or expansion-shock (figure 5) flow fields. As Mach number increases, wave angles decrease and these flow processes tend to merge in the region of reattachment.
b. **Reynolds Number**

Reynolds number may be thought of as the ratio of the inertia force to the viscous force in the shear layer. In continuum flows, the growth of the shear layer, momentum transfer, and heat transfer are strongly dependent upon Reynolds number. This is true for both attached and separated flows.

As has been previously explained (Section 2.1.1), the phenomenon of flow separation is the result of a strong interaction between the viscous and inviscid flow fields. Therefore, in describing separated flows both Mach number and Reynolds number are important.

3.2 **State of Flow**

Experiments show that separated flows are characterized by the prevailing type of boundary layer. That is to say, there are certain basic features of the flow which depend primarily on whether the boundary layer is laminar, transitional, or turbulent and which are more or less independent of other flow and geometrical parameters. Therefore, it is convenient to define the possible regimes in the following manner:

a. **Pure laminar** - The flow remains laminar throughout the region of separated flow; i.e., transition occurs downstream of reattachment.

b. **Transitional** - Transition occurs between the separation and reattachment points.

c. **Turbulent** - The boundary layer is turbulent throughout the entire separated region; i.e., transition occurs upstream of the separation point.

The distinct differences in flow characteristics observed between the above regimes are attributed mainly to the greater effective momentum transfer in turbulent boundary layers. Thus, the location of transition with respect to separation and reattachment is important.
3.3 Length of Separated Region

In general, for identical free stream conditions and geometry, the length of the separated region in flow with a laminar boundary layer will be considerably greater than that with a turbulent boundary layer. The reason is that the greater momentum of the fluid in the turbulent boundary layer, due to the increased effective viscosity in turbulent exchange, enables the fluid near the wall to proceed against much greater rises in pressure before the equilibrium between pressure and momentum forces is reached. Hence, separation is delayed in a turbulent boundary layer. As an example, for a forward facing step, figure 6, it has been observed for identical step height and free stream Mach numbers that the length of laminar separation was four times greater than that for the turbulent separation, even though the overall pressure rise associated with the latter case was three times greater.38

3.4 Shock Wave Penetration of Viscous Region

Shock waves may occur in the vicinity of separated flows due either to flow deflection caused by the separation and/or external sources (shock impingement) which may give rise to the separation. The final position that a shock wave may assume with respect to the viscous flow field is governed mainly by the state of the flow. Shock waves may, of course, occur only in supersonic streams. If the velocity profile is gradual, such as for a laminar boundary layer, the dividing line between subsonic and supersonic flow will lie farther from the surface than it would be in a turbulent boundary layer of the same thickness. Hence, a shock wave may "penetrate" a greater distance into a turbulent boundary layer. This property gives rise to the fundamental difference in shock structures observed between laminar and turbulent interactions.3

3.5 Compression Process

The combined characteristics of length of the separated region and shock penetration strongly influence the compression process that the
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inviscid supersonic flow undergoes. For illustration purposes, we may use the example of flow past a step, which has been already partially discussed, refer to figure 6. For both laminar and turbulent flows, the effect of separation is to alter the effective body shape to more or less resemble a wedge with a somewhat curved approach. Because the region of separation for the laminar case is longer, the external flow is turned more gradually and through a smaller angle; hence, the resultant pressure increase is less than for the turbulent case. Compression over this geometry near the wall takes place through a series of weak waves. These wavelets then coalesce to form a shock wave some distance outside the boundary layer. For the turbulent case, the shorter separation region results in a considerably larger turning angle and a more severe approach curvature; hence, coalescence of the compression wavelets occurs closer to the surface. The combined effects of rapid coalescence of compression wavelets plus the sonic line being deeper in the boundary layer accounts for the observation that for turbulent flow the shock waves appear to emanate from a point in the boundary layer.\textsuperscript{37}

The experimental observations cited above allow us to qualitatively discuss certain details of the flow field. First of all, for the turbulent case, since the shock wave emanates from the boundary layer, the external flow fields on each side of the shock wave would be expected to be nearly isentropic since the shock wave itself is quite straight. For the laminar case, the compression wavelets do not coalesce as rapidly and the flow field, consequently, must be examined more carefully. Near the new effective turning surface (edge of the mixing layer), the flow is turned quite gradually; hence, the process may be thought to be more or less isentropic in this vicinity. However, as we approach the region of convergence of the wavelets, the compression process occurs more rapidly; hence, an entropy gradient will occur between the effective turning surface and the shock wave. This condition would be expected to give rise to a vorticity field.
in the external flow, and the extent of such an action is considerably greater for a laminar case.

The above discussion is limited to low and intermediate supersonic Mach numbers. At high (hypersonic) Mach numbers, the flow field becomes considerably more complicated. Shock wave-boundary layer interactions, caused by the rapidly growing boundary layer displacing the inviscid flow, give rise to highly curved shock waves even for compression by corners and wedges. This effect results in a non-uniform (non-isentropic) flow in the inviscid field between the shock wave and the boundary layer. Thus, an entropy gradient will exist in the inviscid flow field regardless of whether the separating boundary is laminar or turbulent.

3.6 Steadiness of the Flow

It has been found that, in general, the flow in a laminar separated region is steady, i.e., at any fixed point in the flow field the fluid motion is independent of time. On the other hand, this is not the case for the transitional and turbulent regimes. Transitional separations are normally quite unsteady in the region between the transition and reattachment points. This is to be expected since the phenomenon of transition itself is an unsteady process. Chapman's experiments indicate that the unsteadiness associated with turbulent separation is considerably less than for transitional separation. This is not to say, however, that unsteadiness in turbulent separation is not significant. In fact, the experiments of Charwat for flow over notches show that considerable mass exchange may take place between the separation cavity and the external flow when unsteadiness is present. This phenomenon appears to play a major role in the mechanism of heat transfer from the separated region.

3.7 Three-Dimensional Effects

Separated flows rarely are completely two-dimensional in either practice or experiment. In particular, it has been noted that local three-dimensional flows may exist in the separated region ahead of a
Two-dimensional step whenever transition is close to the point of separation, and when a turbulent boundary layer flows over a notch. In general, noticeable three-dimensional effects are accompanied by considerable unsteady flow activity; however, the converse is not necessarily true.

One particular three-dimensional effect that has been noticed in experiments is the existence of regularly spaced longitudinal striations at and downstream of reattachment, as indicated by sublimation and oil techniques. Ginoux reported the existence of these striations for laminar separated flows in references 40 and 42. His models included rearward and forward facing steps (both two-dimensional and axisymmetric) and two-dimensional compression corners. He found that the range of "wave lengths" (spanwise distance between striations) that existed for the rearward facing steps could be correlated with the ratio of step height to boundary layer thickness at separation. He also tentatively concluded that since similar but weaker striations were found prior to separation, these striations indicated the existence of flow phenomena that were related to the flow stability.

In references 36, 43, and 44 similar striations were found in the reattachment region behind rearward facing steps. Strack found that correlating "wavelength" and step height gave results in agreement with Ginoux's laminar data. Roshko, in reference 36, attributes these striations to Görtler-type vortices.
4. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

In this section, the overall effects of flow separation on the pressure distribution and the dependence of various pressure parameters on the flow are discussed. A knowledge of the wall pressure distribution is essential to the aerodynamicist in order to calculate the forces on the vehicle. However, other useful information can be obtained. To the experimenter, the wall pressure distribution gives quite an accurate picture of the separation geometry; namely, the length of the separated region and the slope of the dividing streamline separating the external flow and separated region. Pressure data have also been used to predict other properties in regions of separated flow. For example, Sayano has correlated heat transfer coefficient with pressure distribution for the case of shock impingement. Such a correlation facilitates the prediction of heat transfer rates since wall pressure is considerably easier to measure.

4.1 Dependency on State of the Flow

4.1.1 Boundary Layer Separation

The experiments of Chapman, et al. show that for a given geometry, the location of transition relative to the separation and reattachment points is dominant in controlling the characteristic features of the pressure distribution regardless of other flow parameters. Hence, it is proper to categorize pressure distribution characteristics in accord with the previously defined states of flow. Typical wall pressure distributions for laminar and turbulent separated boundary layers are shown in figure 7. Pertinent nomenclature of the distributions is illustrated. The distribution for the transitional case is more or less a composite of the two illustrated cases. In a general sense, the characteristics of the pressure distribution in a separated boundary layer may be described as follows.

4.1.1.1 Laminar Separation

On a relative basis, pure laminar separations usually involve relatively small pressure changes and small pressure gradients. In this
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regime, the pressure rises to a plateau and remains almost constant over most of the separated flow region to reattachment. The plateau pressure is representative of the pressure in the so-called "dead air region." The remainder of the pressure distribution depends upon the flow deflection at reattachment.

4.1.1.2 Transitional Separation
At separation, the flow is still laminar, so the pressure distribution upstream of transition is quite similar to the laminar case except that the plateau pressure persists over a shorter distance. If transition occurs quite close to separation, however, there may be little or no plateau region due to the energizing of the dead-air region by turbulent exchange. This increased momentum transfer also gives rise to more severe pressure gradients after transition. An abrupt pressure rise is often found to occur at the location of transition. This is especially true when transition occurs only a short distance upstream of reattachment. However, it is not necessary that transition in a separated layer be accompanied by a rapid pressure rise or that abrupt rises in pressure necessarily indicate transition. If transition is far upstream of reattachment (near the separation point) transition may occur in the separated boundary layer (mixing layer) under conditions of nearly constant pressure. Also, if a reattaching boundary layer is very thin, a relatively rapid pressure rise (not indicative of transition) may occur. In general, it is well to compare pressure plots in all three regimes before attempting to correlate a particular phenomenon with an irregularity in a particular characteristic of the pressure distribution.

4.1.1.3 Turbulent Separation
Turbulent separations display rather abrupt pressure variations near both the separation and reattachment points. No large pressure plateau is observed for this regime; the pressure usually rises continuously to its final value. The plateau value is indicated by either an
inflection point in the pressure curve or a small plateau, depending on the length of the separated region.

4.1.2 Breakaway Separation
In general, the basic features of the pressure distribution relevant to "breakaway separation" are quite similar to those just described for "boundary layer separation". That is, the nature of the pressure gradients and relative magnitudes of the pressure changes are highly dependent on the state of the flow. The main difference between the two regimes is that, since the surface is convex, the external flow expands and, hence, for breakaway separation, a pressure decrease rather than an increase is noted in the vicinity of separation. The flow then recompresses at reattachment and approaches the value expected for attached flow.

4.2 Free Interaction
Certain properties of the pressure distribution within the separated region may be independent of the surface geometry causing the flow to separate. That is to say, such characteristics are determined only by the interaction of the oncoming flow with the adverse pressure gradient and are not dependent upon the magnitude of the overall pressure rise causing separation. Such a flow process, one which gives rise to properties independent of the geometry, is defined as a "free interaction". Two important pressure parameters may be expressed as free interaction functions; these are the pressure rise to the separation point and the pressure rise caused by separation. These parameters are discussed in detail in the following section.

4.3 Pressure Parameters
Several investigators of separated flows have found it useful, for the purposes of interpretation of data and the development of correlation formulas, to define certain parameters pertinent to specific characteristics of the pressure distribution (refer to figure 7). Some
frequently used quantities are defined as follows, together with their dependency on Mach number and Reynolds number.

The importance of the location of transition relative to separation and reattachment has already been pointed out (section 3). Therefore, we must bear in mind that any change in a flow parameter which affects transition can also directly change the pressure distribution.

4.3.1 Critical Pressure Rise

The critical pressure rise is defined as the minimum overall pressure rise required to cause separation. This quantity is usually expressed in terms of the critical pressure rise coefficient,

\[ C_{P_{\text{crit}}} = \frac{P_f - P_o}{\frac{1}{2} \rho_o u_o'^2} = \frac{2}{\gamma M_o^2} \left( \frac{P_f}{P_o} - 1 \right) \]  

(3.1)

Donaldson and Lange have reasoned, from consideration of the physical phenomena, that the critical pressure rise should be controlled by the wall shear, \( \tau_o \), boundary layer thickness, \( \delta_o \), and stream conditions \( M_o, \rho_o, u_o \), just prior to separation, i.e.,

\[ P_f - P_o = F_1 (\tau_o, \rho_o, M_o, u_o, \delta_o) \]  

(3.2)

By the principle of dimensional homogeneity, the above relationship may be replaced by a simpler relationship in terms of dimensionless groups, namely:

\[ \frac{P_f - P_o}{\frac{1}{2} \rho_o u_o'^2} = F_2 \left( \frac{\tau_o}{\frac{1}{2} \rho_o u_o'^2}, M_o \right) = F_3 (C_{f_o}, M_o) \]  

(3.3)

Or, since skin friction depends on the local Reynolds number and local Mach number,

\[ C_{P_{\text{crit}}} = F_4 (R_{f_o}, M_o) \]  

(3.4)
Recent experimental results indicate that $C_{p_{\text{crit}}}$ depends on Reynolds number in approximately the following manner.

Laminar Flow: \[ C_{p_{\text{crit}}} \sim R_{x_0}^{-1/4} \] (3.5)

Turbulent Flow: \[ C_{p_{\text{crit}}} \sim R_{x_0}^{-1/10} \] (3.6)

It can be seen that $C_{p_{\text{crit}}}$ is a much stronger function of Reynolds number for laminar than for turbulent boundary layers. The effect of Mach number on $C_{p_{\text{crit}}}$ is greatest for lower values, i.e., $1 < M_0 < 4.0$. Experiments show that for both laminar and turbulent flows $C_{p_{\text{crit}}} \sim (M^2 - 1)^{-1/4}$. Experiments also show that $C_{p_{\text{crit}}}$ is more or less independent of the specific geometry, although this may not prove to be a general rule, especially at higher Mach numbers.

As previously discussed, the overall pressure rise required to separate a turbulent boundary layer is much greater than that required to separate a laminar boundary layer. For example, for $1.5 < M_0 < 3.0$ and $R_{x_0} = 1 \times 10^6$, $C_{p_{\text{crit}}} \sim (M^2 - 1)^{-1/4}$, and the separation pressure rise $P_{\text{sep}}$ for an incident shock wave.

4.3.2 Separation Pressure Rise

Separation pressure rise is defined as the rise in wall pressure at the actual point of separation. As separation usually occurs under the condition of free-interaction, the pressure rise to this point is more or less independent of the mode causing it. For laminar and transitional flow, $C_{p_{\text{sep}}} \sim R_{x_0}^{-1/4}$, and the separation pressure rise for a given Mach number and Reynolds number are about equal. This is to be expected since both regimes are essentially laminar at the separation point. For turbulent flows, $C_{p_{\text{sep}}} \sim R_{x_0}^{-1/10}$. The separation pressure rise increases with Mach number; however, wave angles are usually quite small; therefore, $C_{p_{\text{sep}}}$ decreases as Mach number.
increases. The separation pressure rise is usually about $1/2$ and $2/3$ of the plateau pressure for laminar and turbulent separations, respectively.

### 4.3.3 Reattachment Pressure Rise

This is the pressure rise at the point of reattachment. In laminar flow, the pressure rise to the reattachment value is approximately the same as the pressure rise to the plateau value. For turbulent flow, however, the reattachment pressure rise is usually about $1/3$ to $1/2$ of the peak or overall pressure rise (figure 7). The reattachment pressure is greatly dependent on the particular geometry; hence, flow properties at reattachment cannot be viewed from a free interaction basis.

### 4.3.4 Plateau Pressure Rise

The plateau pressure rise may be defined as that pressure rise resulting from the external flow deflection caused by separation. Because the flow within the separated region is of relatively low energy, the pressure of the deflected external flow is impressed on the separated region in much the same manner that the external pressure is impressed on an attached boundary layer. Hence, the plateau pressure and the pressure at the edge of the separated boundary layer may be considered identical. This relationship of the wall and external flow pressures is shown in figure 8 for the case of a compression corner. The gradual gradients along the wall (dotted line) are attributed to the pressure diffusion phenomenon which takes place in the subsonic portion of the flow. The indicated length, $L_{F.I.}$, represents that region in which the adverse pressure gradient reacts with the oncoming flow, i.e., the free interaction region.
Figure 8 shows a plot of laminar flow plateau pressure data as a function of Reynolds and Mach number of the oncoming flow. The data shows good correlation for several geometries; namely, compression corner, incident shock and forward facing step geometries, thus substantiating the argument of free interaction. The data points for $1 < M_0 < 16$ may be approximated by the following empirical relationship which is indicated by the curve on figure 9.

$$C_{P_{\text{plat}}}^{(\text{Laminar})} = 1.60 \left[ R_{x_0} (M_0^2 - 1) \right]^{-1/4}$$  

Certain experiments indicate that the phenomenon of free interaction, as previously defined, is not generally applicable to the problem of turbulent separation. However, the correlation of a reasonable amount of experimental data for the same flow model geometries considered in laminar flow shows that plateau pressure is more or less independent of these geometries for turbulent flow (see figure 10). Care must be taken in extending these data to other geometries. The following equation approximates the $R_{x_0}$ and $M_0$ dependency of plateau pressure coefficient for turbulent flow.
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It has been argued that the plateau and critical pressure rises are necessarily identical. The basis for this argument is that the flow field resulting from a shock-boundary layer interaction can exist only in one of three possible stable conditions, namely:

a. The overall pressure rise is less than the plateau pressure rise. Hence, the flow remains attached. This may be defined as a "weak interaction".

b. The overall pressure rise is just equal to the plateau pressure rise. Here the flow still remains attached, but the interaction is completely self-induced by the mutual dependence of the viscous and inviscid flow fields. The interaction of the adverse pressure gradient with the oncoming flow is independent of the geometry.

c. If the overall pressure rise becomes greater than the plateau pressure rise, the attached flow becomes unstable. Stability is achieved by the separation of the boundary layer, resulting in a modified effective geometry giving rise to stable shock-boundary layer interaction, such as shown in figure 7. Here again, the strength of the leading shock wave is determined by mutual interaction of the viscous and inviscid flow fields and is independent of the body geometry giving rise to separation.

From the above conditions, it would appear that the plateau pressure rise and critical overall pressure rise are identical providing that initial separation is continuous and free from any hysteresis effects. Kuehn made rather extensive experimental measurements to determine the critical overall pressure rise necessary to cause separation. His values for $C_{p_{\text{crit}}}$ were somewhat higher than $C_{p_{\text{plat}}}$. This is possibly
due to the difficulty in experimentally detecting the exact onset of separation. The criterion used was to assume that separation occurred when the pressure distribution curve changed from a curve with one inflection point to a curve with three inflection points, i.e., when an incipient plateau pressure developed. This technique certainly detects the onset of significant separation; however, the criterion is not necessarily unique. Hakkinen, et al. conducted a similar investigation for laminar boundary layers, but in addition made wall friction measurements. These results, based on the more fundamental criteria of zero wall shear at separation, did show that the pressure rise to cause separation was of the same magnitude as the plateau pressure. Nevertheless, because of the lack of complete data, there appears to be a significant need for more detailed experimental measurements of the incipient separation for both laminar and turbulent flows, especially if the free-interaction phenomenon is to be used as a basis for analysis.

One additional piece of useful information may be developed from the plots in figures 9 and 10. Since the pressure coefficient in a supersonic flow is uniquely determined by Mach number and flow deflection angle, these data may be re-arranged to show the interdependence of flow deflection angle, Reynolds number, and Mach number. This is done in figure 11 which more clearly shows the nature of free-interaction phenomenon. The result shows that for a given Reynolds number, Mach number, and state of flow, the angle of deflection of the separated flow is uniquely determined. It must, of course, be remembered that the foundation of this observation is experimental and limited to specific geometries. The result, however, is applicable to many practical aspects of separated flows, primarily in determining the extent of the separated region, especially in situations where either the separation or reattachment point is fixed.
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4.4 Comments Pertinent to Specific Geometries

Several representative pressure distributions for specific geometries are illustrated in figure 12. Limited analytical techniques have been developed for calculating the length of the separated region and the plateau pressure rise. These are based primarily on experimental results and are discussed under the following headings, together with properties of the pressure distribution which are peculiar to the specific geometry.

4.4.1 Compression Corners

The flow in a compression corner may exist in one of two possible equilibrium positions. If the overall pressure rise is less than the critical value, the flow remains attached. However, if the overall rise exceeds the critical value, the flow separates, modifying the effective body geometry in such a manner as to compress the flow in two stages (figure 12.1). The extent of the separated region is determined by the mutual interaction (equilibrium) of the viscous and inviscid flow fields.

Typical surface pressure distributions for separated flows over compression corners are shown in figure 12.1. The pressure rise across the first shock, i.e., pressure rise due to separation, is quite evident for laminar and transitional flows, as may be seen by the "plateau" in the pressure curve. In the turbulent case, the plateau pressure rise is characterized by an inflection point in the pressure curve. A distinct plateau is usually not observed in turbulent flow, since the length of the separated region is quite short. In both cases, the pressure approaches the inviscid value after reattachment.

If the pressure distribution is known, the geometry of the separated region, i.e., the location of the dividing streamline, may be determined with reasonable accuracy. The separation point for laminar and transitional flows occurs about where the pressure rise is about one-half the plateau value. In turbulent flow, separation occurs where
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the pressure rise is approximately two-thirds the value of the plateau value. Once the separation point has been established, the dividing streamline may be drawn, since its slope (the flow deflection angle) is uniquely determined, knowing $M_o$ and the pressure rise due to separation.

Analysis of the problem of flow separation over a compression corner is somewhat complicated by the fact that neither the separation nor reattachment points are known. However, sufficient data have been made to correlate certain flow parameters which are independent of the geometry, namely:

a. The effective deflection angle formed by the separated flow as a function of Mach number and Reynolds number prior to separation (see figure 11).

b. A reference separation length as a known function of the pressure distribution, namely the initial, plateau, and final pressures.

Considering the possible ways $\frac{I_{sep}}{I_o}$ can vary, the following expression can be derived:

$$\frac{I_{sep}}{I_o} = (\frac{I_{sep}}{I_o})_{ref} \cdot \frac{\alpha_{ref}}{\alpha}$$

(3.9)

where

$$\frac{I_{sep}}{I_{ref}} = K \left[ \frac{P_f}{P_o} \right]$$

(3.10)

The required quantities to complete the calculation based on experimental data for $1 < M_o < 7$ are as follows:
Knowing the separation length and flow deflection angle, the separation geometry is determined.

Certain geometrical limitations exist to the above criteria. If the compression surface is too short or the turning angle, $\theta$, too great, the flow will reattach at the end of the compression surface, the limiting case of $\theta = 90^\circ$ being the flow ahead of a step. For these cases, the extent of the separated region is determined solely by the effective turning angle presented in figure 11, since the reattachment point is known a priori.

4.4.2 Shock Wave Interaction
A boundary layer may separate locally as the result of the pressure rise associated with an impinging shock wave. The perturbing shock wave may be generated by a nearby body causing an oblique shock incident to the boundary layer, or by a protuberance from the plane of the boundary layer, giving rise to a swept planar type shock wave, figure 13.

Of these two types of shock induced separations, that resulting from an incident shock wave is the simplest and best understood case (references 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52). Basically, the shock wave
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impinges on the boundary layer, establishing a jump in pressure at
the surface. The low velocity subsonic portion of the boundary lay-
er, of course, cannot support the existence of a shock wave; how-
ever, the nature of the subsonic flow does allow the high pressure
behind the shock to "diffuse" forward, establishing an adverse pres-
sure gradient. If this pressure gradient is sufficiently steep so
as to overcome the momentum of the boundary layer, the flow will
separate. A flow model for this type of separation is shown in
figure 13.1.

The study of incident shock separation is somewhat simplified in
that the location of the inviscid shock wave is not affected by the
interaction, as it is for the compression corner. As in all cases
of separated flow, the extent of the region affected is considerably
greater for laminar than for turbulent flow. Measurements for one
case showed that the total length of pressure diffusion was $100 \delta_{\text{lam}}$
while for turbulent flow the diffusion length was about $10 \delta_{\text{turb}}$.

Typical surface pressure distributions for incident shock separation
are shown in figure 12.2. The characteristics of the pressure curves
are quite similar to those observed for corner flow (see figure 12.1).
In both the laminar and transitional case, the pressure rises to a
plateau value, while the turbulent curve has a point of inflection.
The pressure then rises to its final value. The magnitude of the
critical pressure rise for separation or the plateau pressure may be
determined from data correlation shown in figures 9 and 10.

One complicating factor for the case of the incident shock wave is
the presence of both the incident and reflected wave. The mechanism
of flow compression and expansion through the interacting shock system
is quite complex, as might be inferred from the flow model shown in
figure 13.1. In many instances, the pressure in the region of re-
attachment reaches a "peak" value and then deceases to a final value.
The following correlation has been proposed for the peak value for turbulent flow over a flat plate.\(^4\)

\[
\frac{P_{pk}}{P_0} = \left( \frac{P_1}{P_0} \right)^{1.75} \quad \text{for } M_0 < 5
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

The final value is usually reasonably approximated by the inviscid value, at least in intermediate Mach number ranges, \(1 < M_0 < 4.0\).

Much less is known about swept planar shock interactions. The problem is complicated by the fact that the boundary layer flow is three-dimensional, and that the shock wave is normal to the surface. A flow model showing the laminar shock-boundary layer interaction for laminar flow is illustrated in figure 13.2. A somewhat different interaction consisting of only a single shock limb impinging on the boundary layer would be expected for turbulent flow; the flow field resulting for the case of a uniform strength swept shock wave has been dealt with analytically.\(^5\) This special problem may be reduced to a two-dimensional one.

4.4.3 Curved Compression Surfaces

The pressure distribution over a curved compression surface differs basically from that discussed for a compression corner in that the compression near the surface is always isentropic provided the corner is properly filleted. In any event, the pressure rise is more gradual since the inviscid pressure rise in the vicinity immediately outside of the boundary layer is continuous (figure 12.3).

Experiments show that as the extent of filleting is increased in a compression corner the flow becomes more difficult to separate. Overall pressure rises greater than the critical value for steps, corners, and shock impingement (figures 9 and 10), are observed without separation. Most investigators believe that this occurrence is due mainly to the
more gradual, continuous, compression. One other feature may be con-
sidered in the explanation of this observation. The fillet could be
considered to represent an existing separation in a compression cor-
ner. The pressure rise required to separate the flow over the curve
would then be of the order of magnitude required to cause an increase
in separation in an already separated corner flow having a dividing
streamline approximating the geometry of the fillet.

For the other geometries discussed, as the pressure ratio for inci-
pient separation is exceeded, the flow separates slightly, and the ex-
tenst of the separation increases continuously as the pressure ratio in-
ceases. For curved surfaces with large turning angles, however, it
has been observed for turbulent flow that the flow may instantaneously
separate over a large region when a certain pressure rise is reached.
The flow accompanying such separations is usually quite unsteady.

4.4.4 Forward Facing Steps
Separation of the boundary layer is to be expected ahead of forward
facing steps provided that the step height, H, is not small compared
to the thickness of the oncoming boundary layer. The viscous and in-
viscid flow fields affect each other and reach some final equilibrium
condition. The reattachment point is known since it must be at the top
of the step. The separation point is free and determined by the flow
conditions. The separated region gives rise to an effective geometry
which may be approximated by a wedge.

As is to be expected from the nature of momentum transfer in laminar
and turbulent boundary layers, the laminar boundary layer separates
much farther upstream of the step. For example, it has been observed
that for identical free stream conditions and step height, the laminar
separation occurred about 17 step heights upstream, whereas, turbulent
separation occurred about 4 step heights upstream. As a result of the
relative effective body shapes, the shorter length of the turbulent
region gives rise to greater turning angles, and hence, stronger shock waves, i.e., greater pressure rises. For the present example, the turbulent pressure rise was approximately three times the rise associated with laminar flow.

Typical surface pressure distributions for the flow ahead of a step are shown in figure 12.4. For the laminar case, the plateau pressure prevails over most of the separated region. The turbulent distribution is characterized by steep pressure gradients and displays the usual inflection point prior to reattachment. A peak pressure results from the interaction of the more energetic turbulent boundary layer with the edge of the step. Transitional separation yields a flow picture and pressure distribution which are composites of the laminar and turbulent cases.

The separation point for either laminar or turbulent flow ahead of a step may be approximated as follows. The plateau pressure for the prevailing boundary layer may be found, knowing the local Mach number and Reynolds number before separation (figures 9 and 10). The turning angle is then uniquely determined by the Mach number and pressure coefficient or by use of figure 11. The separation point may then be determined by projecting the required wedge angle from the top of the step to the plane of the upstream surface, the point of intersection being the separation point.

As noted from equation 3.8, for turbulent flow, the plateau pressure is only slightly dependent upon the Reynolds number at the separation point. For the present case of forward facing steps, the following empirical equations have been developed as a function of Mach number only:

\[ c_{p, plat} = \frac{3.2}{8 + (M_o^2 - 1)^2} \]

1.5 < \( M_o < 3.5 \)

\[ H < 0 \]

\( \text{(reference 53)} \)

\[ c_{p, plat} = 0.13 - \frac{1.5}{M_o^2} + \frac{2.1}{M_o^3} \]

3.5 < \( M_o < 6.5 \)

\[ H < 0 \]

\( \text{(reference 38)} \)
Reynolds number variation in the experiments from which the above equations were developed was somewhat limited; $5 \times 10^6 < R_e < 5 \times 10^7$; therefore, its elimination was somewhat justified. However, this restriction to the above equations must be realized before they may be applied to more general situations.

The foregoing discussion has been limited to the case where the step height is greater than the boundary layer thickness. When this is not the case, the resultant flow no longer displays the characteristics of a free interaction. For this case, experiments show that the plateau pressure increases with step height and that the pressure gradient leading to the plateau value is quite steep. This pressure gradient decreases as step height increases.

4.4.5 Rearward Facing Steps

In contrast to the previously discussed geometries, the flow over a base comes under the classification defined as breakaway separation. The flow expands around the corner, and must recompress at the bottom of the step. The combined effects of the fluid's inability to negotiate the very sharp and large turning angle, the presence of a low momentum boundary layer, and an adverse pressure gradient created by recompression of the flow at reattachment cause the flow to separate. Experiments indicate that the separated region and external flow reach equilibrium in such a manner that separation occurs at the top of the step. The separated flow geometry and typical pressure distributions are shown in figures 12.5. Recent data (references 36, 43, 44, and 54) have indicated that, for a given step height, as Mach number is increased, a plateau appears in the pressure distribution in the reattachment region. This plateau is very similar in appearance to that occurring in the pressure distributions for compression corners; however, its cause is not known at this time. The pressure drop due to expansion over the geometry affected by separation is greatest for the turbulent case. This is to be expected, since the
length of the separated region for turbulent flow is shortest, and consequently, the turning angle of the expansion the greatest. As for the case of the forward facing step, if the pressure distribution is known, the extent of the separated region may be approximately determined by finding the turning angle required to expand the flow to the base pressure. A line of this slope extended from the top of the step to the base plane then determines the reattachment point.

Chapmann, et al. has developed an analytical approach applicable to the case of laminar flow over a rearward facing step. The primary limiting assumption of the analysis is that the boundary layer is of zero thickness at the step edge. Their result for the plateau pressure is

$$\frac{P_b}{p_1} = \left[ 1 + \frac{X-1}{2} M_2^2 \right] \frac{\gamma}{(\gamma-1)}$$

Good agreement is obtained for the case $S_o = 0$ at separation. The condition $u_\infty = \text{constant}$ is not applicable if a boundary layer is present prior to separation. Certain analytical difficulties are encountered for this case, namely, a new value of $u_\infty$ would have to be calculated solving the momentum equation. Values for $u_\infty$, when the boundary layer at separation is not zero, can be found by the methods of reference 23.

4.4.6 Bluff Leading Edge

The supersonic flow past a square-nosed flat plate involves a detached bow shock wave with a resulting region of separated flow. The boundary layer which forms on the front face of the plate is unable to negotiate the right-angle corner, and separates at the corner. Reattachment occurs some distance downstream. The flow
field around the separation bubble and typical surface pressure
distribution on the plate are shown in figure 12.6.

After passing through the bow shock, the flow near the center-
line is subsonic but expands to supersonic speeds; it is gener-
ally accepted that sonic speed is reached at the corner. Through-
out the front portion of the separation bubble, the pressure is
quite constant at the surface. A rapid rise in pressure then
occurs through the recompression fan, and the pressure approaches
the free stream static pressure behind the recompression shock.
Experimental results for both the two and three-dimensional cases
can be found in references 55 and 56, respectively. There are
no transitional or turbulent data.

4.4.7 Cutouts
Traditionally, flow separation has been regarded as always disad-
vantageous. However, recent considerations within the hypersonic
flight regime make the concept of controlled separation seem some-
what attractive. As a result, considerable effort has been expend-
ed in the investigation of flows over cutouts or notches. For this
geometry, the extent of separation is quite well defined since the
separation and reattachment points remain fixed. One proposed prac-
tical application of controlled separation is to employ notches as
drag generating devices for re-entry vehicles. In addition, it is
well known that within the separated region itself, heat transfer
rates are substantially lower than for an equivalent attached flow.
However, much higher local heating rates at reattachment greatly re-
duce the attractiveness of using controlled separation to suppress
aerodynamic heating. Heat transfer in cavities is discussed in de-
tail in Section 6.

The nature of the pressure distribution over a notch is greatly
dependent upon the length to depth ratio, L/H, of the notch as well
as whether the flow is laminar, transitional or turbulent. Possible
flow patterns for various L/H ratios are shown in figure 14. For short, more or less square notches, figure 14.1, a single vortex forms in the cavity as a result of the interaction with the oncoming flow. As the ratio L/H increases, i.e., the notch becomes longer, the viscous flow field becomes much more complex. The single vortex becomes more oblong and eventually an unstable condition is reached where two vortices of opposed rotation are established within the cavity (figure 14.2). The fact that the two vortices are of opposite rotation indicates that viscous influence from the primary (downstream) vortex effects the secondary (upstream) vortex development rather than momentum transfer from the external flow. As the notch becomes even longer, a point is eventually reached where the boundary layer reattaches in the central region of the cavity, again separates and reattaches at the end of the cavity (figure 14.3). Here, two vortices of like rotation develop and are maintained by momentum transfer from the external flow. This last case is similar to combined flow over a rearward facing step and flow over a forward facing step. As the length of the notches increases to the point where the central reattachment zone becomes well established, the two separated regions may be dealt with independently.

Typical floor pressure distributions resulting from flow over notches also are sketched in figure 14. Some detailed pressure measurements for such flows are presented in references 39, 40, and 57 through 60. In short notches, the floor pressure is nearly uniform. However, on the recompression (downstream) face a strong rise in pressure due to flow impact is noted near the reattachment point (point R, figure 14.1). In long notches, there is a rapid decrease in pressure due to the expansion of the external stream in the vicinity of the separation point (point S, figure 14.2). The flow recompresses on the floor to approximately zero pressure coefficient and again separates, causing a pressure rise on the floor prior to the end of the notch. For this case, the wall pressure on the downstream face remains relatively
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constant. A summary of floor and downstream face pressure characteristics for various notch flows are summarized in figure 15, after Charwat, et al. 39

Because of the different possible flow patterns which may result from flows over notches, it is difficult to predict the geometry (slope) of the dividing streamline and, hence, the effect of the separated region on the inviscid flow field. One geometrical parameter, however, has been determined for such flows and this is the critical cavity length.

The critical cavity length, $L_{\text{crit}}$, is defined as that length which just gives rise to the limiting case illustrated in figure 14.3, i.e., the vortices of the two separated flow regions just coincide. The following equation describing $L_{\text{crit}}$, based on the geometry of figure 16, has been developed 39 for a turbulent boundary layer:

$$
\frac{L_{\text{crit}}}{H_1} = \frac{L_1}{H_1} + \frac{H_2}{H_1} \cdot \frac{L_2}{H_2}
$$

\[ (3.16) \]

\[ \text{CRITICAL CLOSURE LENGTH FOR CAVITY FLOW} \]
\[ \text{FIGURE 16} \]
The data obtained for turbulent boundary layers showed that for $2.0 < M_0 < 3.4$ the critical length is independent of Mach number and the shape of the recompression step.

4.4.8 Remarks

A great deal of experimental and theoretical work has been done to describe the pressure distribution within regions of separated flows. Because of the vast amount of experimental data available on the subject, many practical problems may at least be attacked from an empirical approach. Recent analytical developments seem to indicate good progress in describing the pressure distribution in laminar separated regions. However, complete solutions for the turbulent regime, the transitional regime, and three-dimensional problems have not been found.
5. **SKIN FRICTION DISTRIBUTION**

Very little work has been done specifically on the problem of skin friction in regions of separated flow. The primary reasons for this are the complexity of analytically describing the details of the viscous flow in the separated region and experimental difficulties encountered in the measurement of skin friction.

As has previously been explained (figure 1.6), the local skin friction coefficient vanishes at the point of separation. Since the flow is generally reversed in the separated region, the skin friction becomes negative. However, velocities in the reverse flow region are usually small as are the gradients, hence, the skin friction, although negative, would be small in magnitude. An unusual case may occur for flow over notches. Charwat, et al,39 have shown that circulatory flows of opposed rotation may exist in the notch. Thus, for this special case, zones of both positive and negative shear may exist within the separated region.

Hakkinen, et al,50 have made measurements of skin friction to regions of shock impingement for both attached and separated flows. Measurements were made with a Stanton tube resting on the wall. The tube was calibrated with an absolute floating element skin friction meter. Their work was limited to laminar flows, although in certain cases, transition was observed just after reattachment. Typical results are shown in figures 17, 18, and 19. Unfortunately, no reliable negative skin friction measurements could be made because of instrumentation response characteristics.

The data in figure 17 show that the shock strength is insufficient to cause separation. The skin friction prior to shock impingement is close to the value predicted by the Blasius solution for a flat plate. In the vicinity of impingement, Schlieren photographs show that the boundary layer thickened. As would be expected under this condition, velocity profiles become less steep and the wall shear-
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decreases but always remains positive. Downstream of impingement the boundary layer appeared to recover its normal thickness, and skin friction measurements returned approximately to the theoretical value.

In figure 18, the pressure rise associated with the incident shock system is sufficient to cause separation. The skin friction is close to that predicted by theory both upstream and downstream of reattachment. Negative values are indicated in the region of separation. Velocity profiles indicate that the flow in the mixing layer, i.e., outside of the reversal region, displays essentially the characteristics of the undisturbed constant pressure boundary layer.

The data in figure 19 also show that separation has occurred. Qualitatively, flow characteristics during the approach to separation and in the separated region itself, are similar to that shown in figure 18. However, the skin friction after reattachment is considerably greater than that predicted by laminar theory. The rather full velocity profile after reattachment indicates that the boundary layer underwent transition to turbulent flow.

The foregoing experimental results are limited only to one case - the impinging shockwave. However, the data presented do provide a qualitative insight to the general problem of skin friction in regions of separated and reattaching flows.
6. HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION

Limited work has been performed to determine the general effect of flow separation on heat transfer. Available results are difficult to compare owing to differences in geometry and flow conditions. No one has yet performed an extensive heat transfer evaluation covering a wide range of geometries and flow conditions similar to that performed on pressure distribution by Chapman, et al, reported in reference 37.

The only general remarks that can be made are as follows:

a. The local heat transfer coefficient within the separated region is usually smaller than the equivalent attached value.

b. The local heat transfer coefficient in the reattachment region normally exceeds the value for attached flow. In certain cases, the peak heating rate may approach the same order of magnitude as that at the stagnation point or leading edge, whichever analogy is most applicable to the situation.

c. The state of the flow is a critical parameter in determining the effects of flow separation and reattachment on the heat transfer rate.

The following discussion is organized by geometry with pertinent specific investigations discussed under each geometry.

6.1 Cavity Flows

There have been four main investigators of the problem of heat transfer to surfaces with cavities. These investigators were Chapman, Larson, Charwat, et al, and Nicoll. Charwat's, Larson's, and Nicoll's studies were experimental while Chapman's work was theoretical.
In all cases of interest here, the flow completely bridged the cavity and cavity dimensions were such that the lengths were large compared to the cavity depth, and depths were of the same order of magnitude as the mixing layer thickness.

6.1.1 Chapman's Theory

In reference 61, Chapman presented a theoretical analysis to determine the average heat transfer to a surface bounded by a separated flow. He assumed that the transfer properties in the mixing layer control the heat transmission, and his model consisted of a two-dimensional cavity with the flow separation and reattachment points at the upstream and downstream cavity edges, respectively. Three other major assumptions required were (1) constant pressure from separation through reattachment, (2) zero boundary layer thickness at the separation point, (3) no thermal resistance between the internal flow within the cavity and the wall, and (4) constant wall enthalpy.

After the discussion in the previous section on the pressure distribution, assumption 1 would seem grossly in error. However, close observation of the pressure distributions shown in figure 1 reveals that for laminar flows the reattachment region is small compared to the overall size of the separated bubble, and that the pressure is nearly constant from just after separation to just before reattachment (for forward facing steps there is no pressure rise at reattachment). Hence, the high pressure region at reattachment will, in many cases, have only a negligible effect on the average heat transfer, since the area it influences is small compared to the total area.

The second assumption is invoked in order to achieve similarity in the velocity and temperature profiles within the mixing layer. This is rather restrictive, since strictly speaking, it limits the applicability of this analysis to leading edge type problems. Some recently
obtained information (references 22 through 27) may aid in removing this assumption.

Assumption 3 is a simplification justified by the assumption that the transfer properties in the mixing layer control the energy transfer to the wall. The fourth assumption was made due to lack of pertinent experimental evidence to the contrary. If information is obtained indicating this to be a bad assumption, the method of reference 63 may be used to account for a variable wall enthalpy.

Chapman found the laminar separated heat transfer rate to be independent of Mach number and Reynolds number. Performing a heat balance by integrating around the closed contour formed by the cavity wall and the dividing streamline, he calculated a constant value of 0.56 for the ratio of the average laminar separated heat transfer rate to that for laminar attached flow. For turbulent flow, this same calculated ratio is a function of Mach number; the value at a Mach number of zero is 6.3, while at a Mach number of 1.6, this ratio is 2.8. These are the only values presented by Chapman due to a lack of information describing the rate of growth of a turbulent mixing layer, which is a critical parameter in determining the heat transfer rate.

6.1.2 Larson's Heat Transfer Experiments

By measuring the average heat transfer rate to both two-dimensional and axisymmetric cavities, Larson attempted to verify Chapman's results in a wind tunnel program described in reference 63. His experimental data support Chapman's theoretical value of heat transferred from a separated laminar boundary layer since he obtains a value of 0.5 for the previously mentioned ratio for both two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows. However, for the turbulent case, he obtained a ratio of about 0.60, this ratio being nearly independent of Mach number, but proportional to Reynolds number to the minus 1/5 power. His conclusion was that good agreement was obtained for the laminar
separation, but that the turbulent theory and experimental values approached one another only at high Mach numbers.

6.1.3 Charwat's Investigation
In reference 40, Charwat, et al, postulates that there are three basic mechanisms controlling the heat transmission from (or to) the flow in a separated region: (1) conduction through the mixing layer; i.e., Chapman's hypothesis, (2) conduction between the cavity wall and the internal flow, and (3) mass exchange between the internal and external flows. While all three of these mechanisms may exist in all separated flow geometries, one of the three may be dominant for a given geometry and set of flow conditions.

As has been pointed out, Chapman's theoretical analysis indicated that upon transition from a laminar to a turbulent mixing layer, there is an abrupt increase in the average heat transfer rate to a surface immersed in separated flow, while Larson's experimentally determined values do not verify this abrupt change. Hence, it appears that Chapman's model is incorrect for the turbulent case. Therefore, Charwat proposed an experimental study to determine if, for a turbulent mixing layer, there is significant mass exchange between the external and internal flows. A second portion of the program was concerned with determining both the distribution and the average value of the heat transfer coefficient at the cavity walls. It has already been pointed out in Section 3.6 that Charwat detected considerable mass exchange accompanying the unsteadiness of a turbulent mixing layer. In addition, it was found that the primary parameter affecting both the average heat transfer coefficient and the heat transfer coefficient distribution was the turbulent boundary layer thickness prior to separation. For the boundary layer-step height considered in the experiments it was found that the thicker the boundary layer, the greater the heat transfer coefficients.
The study revealed that regardless of the boundary layer thickness, the heat transfer coefficient dropped to a minimum value (less than the attached value) immediately downstream of the separation point. Increasing the cavity length tended to decrease this minimum further. Downstream of this minimum the heat transfer coefficient increases through recompression to a maximum at reattachment; this maximum being, in all cases shown, greater than the attached value that would exist at that point.

For thin oncoming boundary layers, increasing the cavity length appeared to sharply increase the maximum heat transfer at recompression for small values of length to depth ratio. For large values of length to depth ratio, the above affect was not observed. For thick boundary layers, increasing the cavity length appears to result in a steadily increasing maximum at reattachment regardless of the length to depth ratio.

As the thickness of the boundary layer increases, the heat transfer coefficient at each point within the cavity increases and the location of the rise in heat transfer coefficient through recompression shifts closer to the separation point. Thus, it is quite conceivable that both the total and the average heat transfer rate over the separated region could be higher than that obtained with an attached flow if the oncoming turbulent boundary layer were sufficiently thick.

In the appendix of reference 40, Charwat presents an approximate analysis of a simplified mass exchange model based on the conservation of momentum. The analysis yields the following result for the mean Stanton number:

\[ St = \frac{1}{\hat{\phi}} \left( \frac{\delta_5}{L} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where \( \delta_5 \) is the mixing layer thickness just prior to recompression, \( L \) is the cavity length, and \( \hat{\phi} \) is a function of the slope of the mixing layer velocity profile at the mean vertical location about which this mixing layer oscillates.
Several trends can be noticed from this equation:

a. The heat transfer coefficient will increase with increasing mixing layer thickness; thus, the heat transfer coefficient will increase with boundary layer thickness since these two thicknesses are proportional.

b. Since $\phi$ appears to be of the order of magnitude of 1 from theoretical analyses, this equation predicts that the Mach number and Reynolds number dependence is contained solely in the parameter $\delta_s/L$.

(1) In laminar flow: $(\delta_s/L)_{\text{lam.}} \sim R_x^{-1/2}$, hence

$$St_{\text{sep.}} \sim R_x^{-1/2} \sim h_{\text{sep.}} \quad (4.2)$$

and since

$$h_{\text{f.p.}} \sim R_x^{-1/2} \quad (4.3)$$

where $h_{\text{f.p.}}$ is the flat plate heat transfer coefficient,

$$\frac{h_{\text{sep.}}}{h_{\text{f.p.}, \text{lam.}}} = \text{constant} \quad (4.4)$$

(2) In turbulent flow, thin boundary layer data yield the following:

$$(\delta_s/L)_{\text{turb.}} \sim R_x^{-2/5} \quad (4.5)$$

therefore,

$$St_{\text{sep.}} \sim R_x^{-2/5} \quad (4.6)$$

and since
It is to be noted that this simplified analysis agrees with Larson's experimental data since he found for laminar flow that \( h_{sep}/h_{f.p.} \) is independent of Mach number and Reynolds number and for turbulent flow \( h_{sep}/h_{f.p.} = R_x^{-1/5} \), i.e. a function only of Reynolds number.

In summary then, Charwat et al have shown that the heat transfer coefficient distribution on the cavity floor for a turbulent mixing layer is dependent upon the boundary layer thickness prior to separation. The thicker the boundary layer, the higher the average heat transfer coefficient. In addition, it was shown analytically that for the turbulent case the heat transfer coefficient ratio is proportional to the boundary layer thickness, i.e. \( St \sim R_x^{-1/5} \) when the mechanism controlling the heat transfer is the mass exchange between the separated region and the external flow.

6.1.4 Nicoll's Investigation

Only recently, Nicoll\(^{59}\) has reported the results of an experimental study of heat transfer for laminar hypersonic flow over various annular cavities in a 20° cone, figure 20 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONFIGURATIONS TESTED</th>
<th>L(IN.)</th>
<th>D(IN.)</th>
<th>L/D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5/16</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/16</td>
<td>3/32</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>3/32</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>1/16</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>3/32</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>1/16</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NICOLL'S EXPERIMENT

FIGURE 20
Measurements were made to determine the pressure, recovery factor, and heat transfer coefficient on the cavity floor and in the vicinity of reattachment. The study was conducted in a helium tunnel at a Mach number of 11. Reynolds number, cavity length-depth ratio, and reattachment region geometry were the controlled variables of the experiment.

The main results of Nicoll's investigation may be summarized as follows:

a. The recovery factory is essentially constant within the cavity and downstream of reattachment, and it is approximately equal to the value for laminar attached flow.

b. The local heat transfer coefficient is low on the cavity floor, about 10 to 20 per cent of the attached value.

c. The local heat transfer coefficient is high (several times the attached value) in the vicinity of reattachment.

d. The region of influence of significant flow disturbance due to the presence of a cavity extends about one cavity length downstream of reattachment.

Figure 21 shows an example of a typical result of the study. The meaning of statements b, c, and d is apparent. It is important to note that although the reduction in heat transfer rate in the cavity averaged about 45% of the attached value, it was reduced to about 20% when the integration included at least one cavity length downstream. Also considered in the experiment was the effect of reattachment point geometry. Changing the shape (rounding the edge of the shoulder at reattachment) was found to have little effect on the characteristics of an open cavity laminar flow. Results of the tests were compared with the results of Chapman's theoretical analysis. The integrated heat-transfer rate for a laminar cavity flow gave good agreement with experiment at least for short, deep cavities with thin boundary layers at separation.
LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR CAVITY FLOW
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FIGURE 21
6.1.5 Centolanzi's Investigation

R. J. Centolanzi has recently published the results of a wind tunnel study in reference 64. The sketch below (figure 22) illustrates a typical configuration investigated.

As has been seen in paragraph 6.1.1, Chapman's theory predicts that for a negligible boundary layer thickness at the separation point, the integrated average heat transfer rate to an open cavity with a laminar mixing layer would be reduced by approximately a factor of two. Since it would seem logical that by modifying a nose cone as shown in the sketch, one could capitalize upon this phenomenon, a study of this possibility was initiated by Ames Research Center, reference 64. There were two major results:

a. The data show that lowering the wall temperatures moves the transition point upstream, indicating that wall cooling may have a destabilizing influence on the flow. This is opposite to the effect of wall temperature on an attached boundary layer.
b. It was found that the heat transfer rate in the forward portion of the separated region was indeed below the attached value for the standard cone-sphere for all configurations. This was followed by a rise to a maximum in the reattachment region which was several times that for the standard sphere-cone.

Contrary to Chapman's theory, the total heat transferred was found to be in excess of that obtained for attached flow. This discrepancy was attributed to the geometry of the model being such that the flow reattached within the cavity. The author of reference 64 argued that better agreement would have been obtained if the limits of integration in the theory were altered to cover only that portion of the surface actually immersed in a separated flow instead of over the whole cavity. Unfortunately, this could not be done because the location of reattachment was not known. It is also evident that the region near reattachment has a larger surface area than further upstream due to the "conical" shape; hence, a high heating rate in this region would have a large effect on the total heat transferred.

6.1.6 Surface Distortions

The concept of a single cavity may be extended to include multiple adjacent cavities, or surface distortions. Two recent investigations 65,66 have been performed to determine the perturbations to the local heat transfer coefficient arising from such geometries.

6.1.6.1 AEDC Investigation

A wind tunnel program has been completed at the Arnold Engineering Development Center where the wall surface was distorted by placing spanwise hemi-cylinders normal to the oncoming flow on a flat plate at zero angle of attack. Another configuration was formed by a sine wave variation of the surface. Both sharp and blunt flat plate leading edges were tested. Selected results of this program are presented in reference 65.
6.1.6.2 NASA Investigation

A similar investigation was performed at the Langley Research Center (reference 66). The models consisted of flat plates with various wall distortions inserted, the tests were run for laminar boundary layers only. The particular wall distortion of interest in this portion of the report is the sinusoidal cavity shown in figure 23. The curve in this figure shows the following results:

a. The maximum heat transfer coefficient, i.e. that at the re-attachment point, is independent of Mach number within the limit of the scatter.

b. The maximum heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing boundary layer thickness (the laminar displacement thickness \( \delta^* \) is proportional to the boundary layer thickness).

Both of these dependencies lend credence to Chapman's model, since:

a. His results were independent of Mach number.

b. If the maximum heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing mixing layer thickness (mixing layer thickness is proportional to boundary layer thickness, hence, is proportional to displacement thickness), it seems logical that the transfer properties of the mixing layer are controlling the heat transmission.

6.1.7 Summary of Results on Cavities

In light of the foregoing, the following statements may be made concerning the heat transfer to a cavity:

a. If there is zero or negligible boundary layer development prior to the separation point, then the heat transfer coefficient in the separated region will be lower than the
CORRELATION OF MAXIMUM HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT WITH THE LAMINAR DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS TO CAVITY HEIGHT FOR FLOW OVER A SINE WAVE CAVITY (AFTER BERTRAM AND WIGGS REF. 66)
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**Figure 23**
attached value and can be predicted using Chapman's theoretical model. However, care must be exercised when attempting to obtain the average and/or total heat transfer to the cavity wall to insure that the high heat transfer rates at the reattachment point and some distance downstream are adequately accounted for.

b. If a boundary layer does exist at the separation point, then the state of flow becomes critical in determining the heat transfer:

(1) If the flow is laminar throughout the separated length, heat transfer will be controlled by the transfer properties within the mixing layer. This will result in an inverse dependence of heat transfer coefficient on oncoming boundary layer thickness.

(2) If the flow is turbulent throughout the separated length, the heat transfer will be controlled by the mass exchange between the internal and external regions. This will result in the heat transfer coefficient being directly dependent on the oncoming boundary layer thickness.

6.2 Two-Dimensional Compression Corner

D. S. Miller, et al, in reference 48, have presented some of the results of a high Mach number heat transfer investigation conducted in the Boeing Hot-Shot Facility. The data they presented were for a two-dimensional compression corner with laminar separation taking place. Figure 24 is taken from this reference. The pressure distribution is shown for comparison purposes.

Both curves follow the undisturbed flow variation up to the beginning of interaction. At this point (where the pressure gradient is first
PRESSURE AND HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION FOR LAMINAR SEPARATION AT A TWO-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSION CORNER (AFTER MILLER, HJIMAN AND CHILDS REF. 48)
observed by the flow), there is a slight rise in Stanton number, this rise possibly being due, according to Miller, to the formation of a spanwise vortex at the separation point, similar to the vortex found at separation by Charwat. Immediately after this slight rise, the Stanton number drops to about 0.50 of the attached value in the region signified by the plateau pressure. The Stanton number then rises through reattachment, this rise appearing to correlate well with the pressure increase, i.e., the maximum heat transfer coefficient occurring at peak pressure. Note that this maximum value of Stanton number is higher than that measured near the leading edge of the flat plate (it is not clear from the reference why two curves are shown for the heat transfer distribution). There appears to be good agreement between the experimental rise in heat transfer coefficient and the calculated curve obtained using the method of Bertram and Feller from reference 67. This method is applicable to those problems where pressure varies as the length raised to some positive or negative power, and consists of correcting the heat transfer coefficient for both the gradient and the local value of the pressure.

6.3 Axisymmetric Compression Corner

NASA has sponsored two experimental programs investigating the pressure and heat transfer distributions along the wall of an axisymmetric compression corner. The two programs differed in Mach number but had similar model shapes and unit Reynolds number.

6.3.1 Becker and Korycinski

Becker and Korycinski have presented the results of a wind tunnel program in reference 68. The models were basic ogive-cylinder with either a 10° or 30° flared skirt. The nose was a von Kármán minimum drag shape of fineness ratio 5 with a 10° half-angle cone at the tip. The cylindrical section was also 5 diameters long. The data includes all three regimes; i.e., laminar, turbulent, and transitional. Typical results of the study are shown in figures 25, 26, and 27.
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AND HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION FOR PURE LAMINAR SEPARATION AT AN AXI-SYMMETRIC FLARED SKIRT (AFTER BECKER AND KORYCINSKI REF. 67)

FIGURE 25
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AND HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION FOR TRANSITIONAL SEPARATION AT AN AXI-SYMMETRIC FLARED SKIRT (AFTER BECKER AND KORYCINSKI REF.67)

FIGURE 26
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AND HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION FOR TURBULENT SEPARATION AT AN AXI-SYMMETRIC FLARED SKIRT (AFTER BECKER AND KORYCINSKI REF. 67)

FIGURE 27
For comparison purposes, theoretical calculations using the method of van Driest\textsuperscript{69} and pressures corrected to account for the presence of flow separation. The pressures used are defined as follows:

a. $P_1$ is the pressure on the cylinder as computed by characteristics theory.

b. $P_2$ is the estimated plateau pressure that exists for the laminar case and for the transitional case when transition is near reattachment.

c. $P_3$ is the inviscid two-dimensional (wedge) pressure at the flare body juncture calculated by starting with $P_1$ on the cylinder.

d. $P_3'$ was calculated by starting with the plateau pressure $P_2$ and taking the flow deflection at reattachment as the flare body angle minus the inclination angle of the "wedge" formed by the separated region. In this case, the measured separation "wedge" angles were $3^\circ$ for the $10^\circ$ flare and $7^\circ$ for the $30^\circ$ flare.

In calculating the heat transfer distribution on the cylinder, it was assumed that the boundary layer started at the nose. The heat transfer distribution calculated for the flare utilizes the reattachment point as the origin of the boundary layer.

6.3.1.1 Laminar Case

Figure 25 presents the data gathered for the laminar case. As can be seen, the experimental points follow the theoretical curve down to the beginning of the interaction of the boundary layer with the pressure gradient. Immediately downstream of this point, the experimental values of the parameter $St\sqrt{\frac{\nu}{D}}$ drop to about one-half of the attached value, then increase through reattachment to about $1/4$ of the nose value.
At the beginning of the flow interaction with the pressure gradient, the NASA's theoretical predictions (dashed curve without X's) indicate an increase in the heat transfer due to the increase in pressure to the plateau value. Of course, this calculation is invalid since it is based on van Driest attached flow theory while in actuality, this is the separated region; thus, the discrepancy between experimental and theoretical values. At reattachment, the theoretical curve is based on $P_3$ and the origin of the running length for the laminar van Driest theory is taken at the reattachment point. This results in the curve labeled "laminar $P_3$" in figure 25 and, as can be seen, the theoretical and experimental values appear to approach one another.

6.3.1.2 Transitional Case

Again, the experimental heat transfer distribution follows the theoretical curve until the interaction point, as illustrated in figure 26. At this location, there is a slight hump in the heat transfer distribution, then the experimental values of $St \sqrt{R_D}$ drop below the attached value at the separation points, although not quite to half of it. This condition exists until transition takes place, where there is a rise, this rise becoming steeper until reattachment is accomplished where the heat transfer parameter is about 3.5 times that at the nose. (Note that the flare angle in this case is $30^\circ$.) Comparison with the pressure distribution shows good agreement at the separation point. However, the pressure data do not indicate the abrupt rise characteristic of transition and do not extend all the way to reattachment.

Similar theoretical calculations were for the transitional case. Again in the separated region, the theory ("laminar $P_2$" in the figure) based on the increased plateau pressure yields an increase instead of a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient. At the transition point, the theory is shifted from laminar to turbulent, still using $P_2$, since there is no evidence of a pressure increase due to transition. This
curve crosses the experimental points as they rise through reattachment, but only predicts a value for the heat transfer coefficient of about 0.10, the final value at reattachment. The theoretical value at the reattachment point based on $P_3'$ appears to agree quite well except that it is decreasing with running length much faster than the data. Thus, this method could lead to over-optimistic predictions at points downstream of reattachment.

6.3.1.3 Turbulent Case

Figure 27 is for a completely turbulent mixing layer and may be directly compared to the laminar flow situation, since all conditions are the same except the Reynolds number. The experimental data are not complete prior to separation; however, the previous figures indicate that there should be good agreement between theory and experiment in this region. The value for $St\sqrt{R_D}$ begins to increase at the beginning of transition; however, it is not a step rise because transition from laminar to turbulent flow is accomplished over a finite distance. This rise continues through reattachment to a value equal to that at the nose, this maximum occurring at maximum pressure.

The calculated heat transfer distribution uses laminar flow theory up to the point where the beginning of transition was detected. Downstream of this point, turbulent flow theory was used. The theoretical attached flow pressure distribution on the cylinder was used up to the cylinder-flare junction because the separated region was too small to cause any gross distortions of the pressure distribution. However, the last experimental pressure point on the cylinder is higher than the attached value, indicating that a pressure gradient does indeed exist. In any case, the heat transfer parameter in the transitional regime approaches the turbulent theory as transition tends toward completion. Since the separated region is small, the position of reattachment was not discernable; therefore, the origin of the running length was taken at the flare-cylinder junction. In this case, the theory and experimental points appear in fairly good agreement,
converging to the same value downstream of reattachment. The theory used for the flare in this case was based on the attached flow wedge pressure since the flow separation "wedge" angle could not be defined.

6.3.2 Ferguson and Schaefer

Ferguson and Schaefer have presented the results of an investigation very similar to the preceding one, the main differences being the test Mach number and that a cone-cylinder instead of the ogive-cylinder was used. Also, only the pure laminar and transitional cases were investigated.

Figures 28 and 29 are from this reference and, as can be seen, there is no decrease in heat transfer within the separated region for either case. A possible explanation for this in the transitional case is that transition occurred very near the separation point, thus producing a much more energetic separated region. The reason no decrease appeared in the laminar case is not apparent. The pressure coefficient on the cylinder is zero in figure 28 because of a fault in the experimental apparatus.

In both figures, theoretical calculations are shown. The solid curves are Douglas calculations by the theory of reference 69, and the dotted and dot-dashed curves are NASA calculations using the theory of references 71 and 72.

In figure 28, the laminar van Driest theory compares well with that of Reshotko on the cylinder up to the junction. On the flare, the NASA calculations take into account the pressure gradient; hence, they show an increase in heat transfer coefficient with running length, whereas the constant pressure van Driest calculations show a decrease. In both cases, the running length is taken from the nose. It is interesting to note the temperature labels on the two NASA laminar curves. The present authors feel that there has been a misprint and that the labels should be reversed since the Stanton number decreases with increasing wall temperature (see reference 69, figure 6).
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**Figure 28**
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AND HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION FOR TRANSITIONAL SEPARATION AT AN AXI-SYMMETRIC FLARED SKIRT (AFTER FERGUSON AND SCHAEPER REF. 70)
In figure 28, downstream of separation the laminar theory appears to be invalid and the turbulent theory based on the nose as the running length origin (solid lines) predicts a value low by about 4% per cent. The turbulent theory calculations with running length from the cylinder-flare junction appear to give better agreement with the data.

Similar comments apply to figure 29.

6.3.3 Summary of Results on Axisymmetric Compression Corners

When the flow is turbulent at reattachment, applying running length modifications to turbulent theory appears to predict maximum values of $St \sqrt{R_U}$ that are close to the experimental data as shown in figures 27, 28, and 29. Additional data from these two references (68 and 70) verify this observation. Also, while it is readily discernible from these data that for turbulent flow, the maximum value of $St \sqrt{R_U}$ increases with increasing flare angle, it is not evident how the heat transfer parameter varies with Mach and Reynolds number at a given deflection angle. With this latter fact in mind, the present authors constructed figure 30 by plotting the maximum experimental values of Stanton number at reattachment, divided by the theoretical values of the Stanton number that would exist at that point according to the theory of reference 69, versus the maximum experimental value of the wall pressure rise from separation through reattachment. This figure is to be considered merely representative since there are only a few data points. It does indicate, however, that as the maximum pressure rise increases the departure of the Stanton number from the theoretical value increases.

One can summarize as follows:

a. For laminar flow, the $St \sqrt{R_U}$ increases over the theoretical attached flow value at reattachment can be significant,
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however, further data are required to define the Reynolds and Mach number dependence of this parameter.

b. For turbulent and transitional flow, the $St\sqrt{R_D}$ increase over the theoretical attached flow value at reattachment is significant. Also, the maximum value of $St\sqrt{R_D}$ appears to correlate with the maximum overall pressure rise; however, further data are needed to better define the Reynolds and Mach number effects.

c. Use of attached flow theory and a foreshortened running length does not adequately describe reattachment heating for laminar flow. Turbulent flow data give better agreement with this modified theory. This poor correlation may be attributed to the lack of knowledge of the boundary layer thickness at reattachment. It would appear that for laminar flow the boundary layer is thinner, but definitely not zero since the rise in $St\sqrt{R_D}$ is slow and there is no sharp peak. In the turbulent case, this thinning is much more pronounced as evidenced by the sharper rise and higher peak value of the $St\sqrt{R_D}$ in figures 26, 27, and 28. For the present, it appears that for laminar flow using the reattachment point as the running length origin will give conservative results. For turbulent flow over moderate flare angles ($\leq 20^\circ$) the cylinder-flare junction may be used for the running length origin, while for larger flare angles the reattachment point should be used.

6.4 Shock Wave Impingement
Of the two types of impinging shock waves noted in Section 4.4.2, only the oblique type will be considered in detail. The swept planar shock interaction has not been investigated extensively; therefore, the treatment shall not be in great depth. Discussions are limited to turbulent boundary layers since only data for this regime are available.
6.4.1 Oblique Shock Impingement
There have been two extensive programs for the investigation of the
heat transfer in a separated region generated by the impingement of
an oblique shock on a turbulent boundary layer, one by Douglas Aircraft
Company and one by North American Aviation.

6.4.1.1 Douglas Study
The results of an Air Force funded investigation by the Douglas Ad-
anced Missile Technology Department are reported in references 45,
73, and 74. The impinging oblique shock waves were produced by
wedges of various half-angles, and hence were two-dimensional; however,
the boundary layer generators considered were both two-
dimensional and axisymmetric. By varying chamber conditions and
wedge angle, a wide range of shock strengths, Reynolds number and
Mach number were attained.

6.4.1.2 Impingement on a Flat Plate
Figure 31, which is from reference 73, shows some of the pressure
and heat transfer data gathered using a flat plate as the boundary
layer generator. As can be seen, the pressure distribution exhibits
a very definite inflection point; in fact, it is almost a plateau.
This is not unexpected since the shock strength is high, thus giving
a large separated region; at lower shock strengths this plateau de-
gen erates to an inflection point. The heat transfer coefficient in-
creases from the undisturbed value to a higher value in the separated
region where it appears to remain constant. Further downstream, the
heat transfer coefficient increases to a maximum value at reattachment,
then begins to drop back to the local zero pressure gradient value.
Note that the maximum value of the heat transfer coefficient is about
4.5 times the attached zero-pressure gradient value prior to the
interaction.

The distribution of the ratio of recovery temperature to total tem-
perature is plotted in figure 32. The variance of this ratio can be
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FIGURE 32
due only to a variation in recovery temperature since total temperature is a constant. As can be seen, this figure indicates a recovery temperature about 3% higher than the Von Driest value in the reattachment region.

6.4.1.1.2 Impingement on a Cylinder

Figure 33, from reference 74, presents some of the data gathered with an axisymmetric boundary layer generator. These data were obtained at nearly identical conditions as those above, the only difference being a slightly higher stagnation temperature.

Comparison of figure 33 with that for a flat plate (figure 31) reveals that the overall pressure rise is greater in the latter case. This is reasonable since a favorable pressure gradient exists around the cylinder from the shock impingement point; thus the fluid may escape the pressure rise across the impinging shock by flowing around the body in a cross-flow pattern. This reasoning also explains why there is only incipient separation on the cylinder (as indicated by the very slight changes in curve slope) as indicated while a rather large region of separated flow exists on the flat plate. The other data from these references also indicate that when both types of boundary layers are subjected to the same overall pressure rise, under the same free stream conditions, the separated region for the axisymmetric case is always much less extensive than that for the two-dimensional case.

The heat transfer coefficient distribution follows the pressure curve as it does with the flat plate. A change in slope appears to occur at approximately the same location as that in the pressure distribution. Downstream of this slope change, the heat transfer coefficient increases to a maximum of between 3 and 3.5 times the undisturbed value, then decreases to the local zero pressure gradient value.

The recovery temperature shows similar characteristics only not so pronounced as for the flat plate boundary layer generator.
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FIGURE 33
6.4.1.2 North American Aviation Study

Reference 75 presents the results of a Navy funded study performed by North American Aviation. The model consisted of a two-dimensional shock impinging upon a flat plate. A row of orifices was placed near the leading edge of the plate leading to a plenum chamber in which air was stored. This air could be injected into the boundary layer to thicken it and/or to initiate transition.

The data from this reference show similar qualitative characteristics for both the pressure and heat transfer distribution; the same trend of correlation between pressure and heat transfer also is evident. The increase in recovery temperature in the reattachment region was found to be similar.

6.4.1.3 Correlation of Pressure and Heat Transfer

Sayano has presented in reference 45 a compilation of the data reported in references 73 and 74. In one of the figures he plots maximum rise in heat transfer coefficient against the maximum rise in pressure. This figure is reproduced in this report as figure 34, with additional data from reference 75. As can be seen, there appears to exist a definite correlation between the rise in heat transfer coefficient and the rise in pressure, from which the following relation was determined:

\[
\frac{h_{\text{max}}}{h_o} = \left(\frac{p_{\text{max}}}{p_o}\right)^Q
\]

where \(h_o\) and \(p_o\) are the heat transfer coefficient and the pressure existing just prior to the shock wave interaction, respectively, and \(Q\) is the slope of the curve which may or may not increase with increasing boundary layer thickness. Combining this with a correlation between the measured maximum pressure rise and the theoretical pressure rise across the incident shock gives an expression of the maximum heat transfer coefficient as a function of theoretical pressure rise.
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across the incident shock gives an expression of the maximum heat transfer coefficient as a function of theoretical pressure rise \((p_1/p_0)\), across the incident shock of the following form:

\[
\frac{h_{\text{max}}}{n_0} = \left(\frac{p_1}{p_0}\right)^N
\]

where \(N\) is the exponent from

\[
\frac{p_{\text{max}}}{p_0} = \left(\frac{p_1}{p_0}\right)^N
\]

From reference 45, \(N = 1.75\) for \(2 < M_0 < 4\) and \(7.95 \times 10^6 < R/ < 2.56 \times 10^6\).

It should be emphasized that these correlations are strictly representative of a trend and should be used in any design calculations with extreme care since the exponent appears to be a function of the boundary layer thickness. Further discussion of extending the applicability of this curve is contained in Section 8.

In summary, both the Douglas and North American investigations have indicated that shock impingement on a turbulent boundary layer can result in excessive heating at the reattachment point. It is also evident that the rise in heating for the axisymmetric boundary layers is less severe than that for a two-dimensional boundary layer due to the existence of the cross-flow.

The maximum heat transfer coefficient appears to correlate well with the theoretical inviscid pressure rise across the incident shock wave; however, further data are needed to accurately define the effect of boundary layer thickness.
6.4.2 Swept Planar Shock Impingement
In reference 70, Miller, et al report the results of an investigation of the interaction of a surface boundary layer with a shock wave produced by the leading edge of a fin perpendicular to the surface. The authors of this reference do not state flow separation actually occurs, but the heat transfer distribution shows a significant rise as seen in figure 35.

6.5 Rearward Facing Steps
There have been two recent investigations of the heat transfer distribution in high speed flow aft of a downstream facing step. One by S. L. Strack at Boeing Airplane Company, reported in references 43 and 77, and one by A. Haysmith at the Royal Aircraft Establishment (Britain), reported in references 78 and 54.

6.5.1 Boeing Study
In references 43 and 77, S. L. Strack of Boeing reports the results of some rather recent experimental work performed to determine the heat transfer distribution aft of a downstream facing step. The Mach numbers were nominally 3.0 and 6.0, and the boundary layer was turbulent prior to separation in all cases. The model was such that a range of boundary layer thickness to step height ratios of 0.12 to 1.2 was possible. Figure 36 presents two curves that are representative of the Boeing data, differing only in Mach number; i.e., the ratios of boundary layer thickness to step height and the free stream unit Reynolds number are nearly the same. The ratio of the experimentally determined heat transfer coefficients under separated flow conditions to those determined for a flat plate are shown as a function of axial distance measured in step heights. As can be seen, the two curves differ quite significantly. From the Mach 3 data, there appears to be about a 30 per cent increase in the heat transfer in the reattachment region. This percentage increase decreases with increasing boundary layer thickness to step height ratio. From the Mach 6 data, while there appears to be a peak in the heat transfer distribution, this peak has a maximum value
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FIGURE 35
HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION
AFT OF A DOWNSTREAM-FACING STEP
WITH A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
(AFTER STRACK AND STRACK AND LORENZ REF. 77 § 43)

\[ \text{FIGURE 36} \]

- \( M = 3, \frac{R}{L} = 12 \times 10^6, \frac{S}{H} = 0.12 \)
- \( M = 6, \frac{R}{L} = 14 \times 10^6, \frac{S}{H} = 0.15 \)
that is less than the value that would exist at that same point on a
flat plate. This peak is followed by a dip in the curve and a subse-
quent increase that appears to approach the flat plate value. The
shape of these distributions and the fact that the flat plate value
of heat transfer coefficient was nowhere exceeded for Mach number
equal to 6 was evident in all the data.

From the Mach 3 data it appeared that the maximum heat transfer occurred
considerably downstream of the impingement point of the dividing
streamline. The impingement point was determined by using standard
oil flow techniques. However, the location of maximum heat transfer
was found to occur upstream of the point where the pressure had re-
covered its flat plate value. This latter trend was evident from the
Mach 6 data also.

6.3.2 Naysmith's Work
Naysmith has reported some experimental data in references 78 and 79
on the heat transfer distribution aft of a downstream facing step for
both a two-dimensional and an axisymmetric body. The two-dimensional
model consisted of a wedge placed on top of a flat plate, and the axi-
symmetric model consisted of a cone-cylinder with the base diameter of
the cone exceeding the diameter of the cylinder. The boundary layer
was turbulent for the two-dimensional model and laminar for the axi-
symmetric model.

Figure 37 presents the data resulting from the above experimental in-
vestigation for both configurations along with some free-flight data
reported in reference 79 obtained on a model very similar to Naysmith's
axisymmetric model. However, these free-flight data were obtained with a
turbulent boundary layer prior to separation, whereas the data from
Naysmith for this configuration were for a laminar boundary layer up-
stream of the separation point.

The data indicate for a laminar boundary layer upstream of the separa-
tion point there is a drop in heat transfer coefficient behind the step
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FIGURE 37
then a rise to a peak value of about 3 times the heat transfer coefficient at the cone shoulder (separation point). This peak is followed by a subsequent drop that appears to approach a value of about 2 times the value of heat transfer coefficient at the cone-shoulder. The reason for this rather high value of heat transfer coefficient downstream of reattachment was that transition occurred after separation (this may also be the reason for the rather high value of the ratio of $h/h_0$ at reattachment).

For a turbulent boundary layer there is no evident peak in the data, which was probably due primarily to the heat transfer instrumentation being too widely spaced to pick up the peak. The data for both models appear to agree quite well. Note should be taken, however, that the data are normalized by the heat transfer coefficient that existed at the cone or ramp shoulder. This value is much higher than the flat plate value that would exist along the plate. Thus, the fact that downstream of reattachment the ratio of heat transfer coefficients is less than 1 does not necessarily indicate a low heat transfer coefficient. In other words, the heat transfer downstream of reattachment may still be greater than an equivalent flat plate value.

6.6 Summary of Results on Heat Transfer

a. The heat transfer mechanism may be strongly dependent upon the state of flow:

(1) For laminar separation, the transfer properties of the mixing layer appear to control the heat transfer to the wall.

(2) For turbulent flows, the continual flushing of the wall with new fluid from the external flow may control the heating.

(3) For transitional flows, no conclusions can be drawn due to lack of data; however, the location of
transition relative to the separation and reattachment points will probably determine which of the above mechanisms would predominate along with the degree of flow steadiness.

b. From the above, it is logical to state that the distribution of heat transfer will also depend upon the flow regime encountered:

(1) For laminar flow, there is sometimes a rise in heat transfer at the separation point due to the existence of a separation vortex. Downstream of this location the heat transfer will generally drop to about 1/2 of the equivalent attached value; however, if the separated region is small, this drop may not be severe, and in fact may not occur at all. After this minimum, the heating increases throughout reattachment to a value greater than the laminar attached flow value.

(2) Transitional flows do not exhibit so pronounced a minimum and may, if transition is close to the separation point, exhibit no drop in heat transfer within the separated region. At the transition point, the heat transfer begins to increase and continues to do so throughout the reattachment region reaching a maximum value which may be greater than either the laminar or turbulent attached flow values.

(3) Turbulent flows generally exhibit no drop in heat transfer due to the energetic separated fluid and small extent of the region. The rise throughout reattachment region is rapid and the maximum heat transfer is of the same order of magnitude as that near the leading edge or stagnation point.
c. The heat transfer distribution appears to be dependent upon the oncoming boundary layer thickness:

1) For laminar separation, the local heating would decrease with increasing mixing layer thickness (proportional to boundary layer thickness) if 6.6.a.1 is correct; however, the data do not indicate that this dependence exists.

2) The data definitely indicate that the local heating for turbulent separation increases with increasing mixing layer thickness if the mass exchange governs the transfer of energy from the free stream.

3) For transitional separations, no remarks can be made.

d. The above statement (c) may also be applied to the average and total heating rates. The turbulent data definitely show a direct dependence upon mixing layer thickness, whereas, the laminar data show no dependence.

e. The data indicate, at least for cavities, that the total heat transfer from a laminar mixing layer is about one-half of the attached value. The value for turbulent mixing layers may or may not be less than the attached value, depending upon the oncoming boundary layer thickness.

f. It is felt that three-dimensional geometries will generally suffer less severe heating at reattachment if the possibility of a cross-flow exists to relieve the high pressure at reattachment.

g. The recovery temperature may increase within the separated region; however, more data are needed to verify this observation.
The use of a modified pressure and a foreshortened running length with attached flow theory for calculating the heating rate at reattachment can lead to the following errors unless extreme caution is exercised:

1. grossly conservative results for laminar separation,
2. optimistic or conservative results for turbulent separation, and
3. erroneous distributions downstream of reattachment that can give either optimistic or conservative estimates.

There appears to be a correlation between the maximum pressure rise and the maximum rise in heat transfer coefficient for axi-symmetric compression corners and incident shock waves when the flow is turbulent.

More analytical and experimental work is needed to determine the natures of the separated flow, boundary layer downstream at reattachment, and of the mixing layer.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The problems associated with flow separation in high speed flight are qualitatively understood. On the other hand, our quantitative knowledge of the subject, both analytical and experimental, is deficient due mainly to its lack of generality. The purpose of this section is to synthesize the information in the preceding sections and to point out areas where further knowledge is needed.

7.1 Variables Describing the Problem

Separated flows are appropriately classified according to the state of flow, i.e., whether the flow in the separated region is completely laminar, completely turbulent, or whether the flow undergoes transition between separation and reattachment. The main variables governing the nature of the flow are free stream properties such as pressure, temperature, density, viscosity and velocity and also the geometry and thermal nature of the surface being considered. Once these factors are stipulated, the behavior of the flow can be described by three variables; namely, Reynolds number, Mach number, and fluid to wall temperature ratio. The above factors may be considered the pertinent independent variables for the problem of separated flow.

The information required when considering the problem of flow separation in vehicle design is:

a. when and where flow separation will occur,

b. what the extent and shape of the separated region will be,

c. what the pressure and heat transfer distributions throughout the separated and reattachment region will be, and

d. whether or not the flow in the separated region will be steady, and if not, what is the nature of the unsteadiness.
These latter points dictate the dependent variables which must be considered. The dependent variables are not only functions of the independent variables but, as in most real processes, they are also interrelated. Some of the more pertinent dependencies are:

a. Separation Geometry

The extent of the separated region is of substantial design importance. The quantities of primary interest are the separation and reattachment points and the slope of the dividing streamline. These quantities may be directly determined experimentally by measurement of the skin friction, from optical measurements, or from the pressure distribution. Analytically, the separation point and extent of separation are dependent primarily upon the magnitude of the pressure rise causing separation, geometry of the body, state of the flow, wall to free stream temperature ratio, and Reynolds and Mach numbers prior to separation.

b. Pressure Distribution

The pressure distribution is a function of essentially the same variables listed above for separation geometry; hence, it is plainly a dependent variable. If known, however, the pressure distribution is very useful as a dependent variable. This has proved to be a quite powerful tool in separated flow analysis since the pressure distribution is probably the most simple experimental measurement to make. A knowledge of the pressure distribution itself provides a good description of the extent and shape of the separated region. It may also be used to predict reattachment heating rates through correlation criteria. Similar schemes can probably be used to predict skin friction also. Obviously, the pressure distribution is of utmost importance in ascertaining any perturbations to the load distribution or drag characteristics caused by flow separation.
c. **Heat Transfer Distribution**

In order to conduct a detailed design analysis, the local heat transfer coefficient, recovery factor, and initial wall temperature distribution must be known. Certain studies have shown the recovery factor to be relatively constant throughout the separated region and approximately equal to the attached flow value. Since the initial wall temperature distribution is known beforehand, the local heat transfer coefficient is the main unknown to be determined in order to complete the calculation of the heat transfer rate. The major flow parameters influencing the local heat transfer coefficient throughout separation and reattachment are the boundary layer thickness prior to and at separation, the rate of growth of the mixing layer, the mass exchange between the separation cavity and the external flow, and the boundary layer thickness at reattachment and during redevelopment after reattachment. A knowledge of these parameters appears to be of fundamental importance in establishing an accurate analytical model for heat transfer in separated and reattaching flows.

d. **Steadiness of the Flow**

One of the properties of separated flows whose significance is often overlooked is flow steadiness. The stability of the free shear layer is inherently connected with the state of the flow and extent of separation along with many other flow parameters such as Reynolds number, Mach number, and stream to wall temperature ratio. Of primary importance for design purposes are the magnitude and frequency of the pressure fluctuations within the separated region, the variation of the extent of separation due to the fluctuations, and the detailed behavior of the fluid in the viscous flow region so that shear and heat transfer trends may be predicted.

The problem of separated flow is thus defined.
7.2 Solution of the Problem

There are two approaches for solution to any engineering problem; namely, analytical and experimental. In many cases, a direct analytical solution is sufficient due either to the simplicity and/or lack of significance of the problem. Unfortunately, viscous flow separation is an extremely complex problem in fluid motion and its effects cannot be indiscriminately ignored. To date, no analytical model has been developed which lends itself to an entirely satisfactory solution. On the other hand, the scope of the problem is so vast that a complete experimental description of the problem is not practical. Well balanced analytical-experimental approaches appear most rewarding, although recently purely theoretical advances have made some gain in the area of laminar separated flows.

7.3 Present Status of the Problem

Additional work is needed in all areas of investigation of separated flows, particularly in the higher (hypersonic) speed range. Some areas which yet warrant special attention follow:

a. Analytical

(1) Most of the more sophisticated analytical approaches are centered around the use of the boundary layer equations. However, it is known that strictly speaking, several of the boundary layer assumptions may be violated by the occurrence of separation. The importance of these violations should be definitely established.

(2) The better theoretical and semi-empirical analytical methods should be generalized to include the heat transfer, real gas effects, and hypersonic interaction phenomena.
(3) An analytical criterion for the stability of the separated shear layer should be established and tested to assist in the determination of vehicle dynamics.

b. **Experimental**

(1) Additional experimental research for pressure and heat transfer distributions is needed (especially in higher Mach number ranges, \( M > 4 \)) for most geometries and for both laminar and turbulent flow.

(2) A detailed knowledge of the behavior of the flow in the free shear layer, viscous separation region, and re-attachment zone is needed not only to have a better qualitative understanding of separated flow, but also to provide correlation parameters for semi-empirical analytical efforts.

(3) Additional stability data are required, primarily information which establishes the conditions under which oscillations will occur and the nature of the resultant oscillations. A detailed understanding of the interrelation of the parameters giving rise to instability is also needed.

(4) The importance of three-dimensional effects, especially those which occur on supposedly two-dimensional geometries and which would not be accounted for in a two-dimensional analysis, should be determined.

The foregoing comments point out only a few (those felt to be most important) aspects of separated flows requiring detailed attention. Obviously, a great deal of work is yet required to provide the design engineer with sufficient tools to handle the general problem.
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